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ABSTRACT

Many animal taxa show frequent and rapid transitions between male heterogamety (XY) and female heterogamety (ZW). We develop a model showing how these transitions can be driven by sex-antagonistic selection. Sex-antagonistic selection acting on loci linked to a new sex-determination mutation can cause it to invade, but when acting on loci linked to the ancestral sex-determination gene will inhibit an invasion. The strengths of the consequent indirect selection on the old and new sex-determination loci are mediated by the strengths of sex-antagonistic selection, linkage between the sex-antagonistic and sex-determination genes, and the amount of genetic variation. Sex-antagonistic loci that are tightly linked to a sex-determining gene have a vastly stronger influence on the balance of selection than more distant loci. As a result, changes in linkage, caused, for example, by an inversion that captures a sex-determination mutation and a gene under sex-antagonistic selection, can trigger transitions between XY and ZW systems. Sex-antagonistic alleles can become more strongly associated with pleiotropically dominant sex-determining factors, which may help to explain biases in the rates of transitions between male and female heterogamety. Deleterious recessive mutations completely linked to the ancestral Y chromosome can prevent invasion of a neo-W chromosome or result in a stable equilibrium at which XY and ZW systems segregate simultaneously at two linkage groups.

Among species with genetic sex determination, sex is determined in the vast majority by a single locus or chromosome (Bull 1983). In taxa such as mammals, males are heterogametic (XY) and females homogametic (XX), while in groups such as birds, females are heterogametic (ZW) and males homogametic (ZZ). In contrast to the stability of the ancient sex-determination systems of groups like mammals and birds, some animal taxa show evidence of recent and rapid transitions between male and female heterogamety (Ezaz et al. 2006). For example, a phylogenetic analysis of genetic sex determination in teleost fishes found that 8 of 26 families include both species with XY and species with ZW sex determination (Mank et al. 2006). A similar survey in amphibians provides further examples of switches between XY and ZW systems (Hillis and Green 1990). Studies focused on several genera reveal details on finer evolutionary scales. In the cichlid genus Tilapia and its close relatives, sex is determined by two pairs of chromosomes, one of which functions as an XY system and the other as ZW. Sex is determined by the XY pair in some species and by the ZW pair in others, while in at least two species both pairs contribute to sex determination (Cnaani et al. 2008). In the genus Oryzias (the medaka and its relatives), there has been a transition from an ancestral XY system to a ZW sex system on a different pair of chromosomes (Takehana et al. 2008) and among the poeciliid fish (the guppy and its relatives) are species with XY and ZW sex determination (Volff and Schartl 2001).

At the chromosomal level, changes between female and male heterogamety can be grouped into two cases. The first we refer to as a nonhomologous transition. This occurs when the XY locus and the ZW locus are on different linkage groups. In this case, a transition between XY and ZW systems converts a linkage group that was the ancestral pair of sex chromosomes into autosomes and a linkage group that was autosomal into the new sex chromosomes. This situation is exemplified by Tilapia and Oryzias. The second case we term a homologous transition. An example occurs when a linkage group that already determines sex changes from an X chromosome (whose sex-determining function is recessive to that of the Y) to a W chromosome with a dominant feminizing effect over Y. A transition between male and female heterogamety then occurs as one homologous chromosome displaces another, for example, with the loss of the ancestral X and the establish-
ment of the new W. An example of a homologous system in which X, Y, and W chromosomes all segregate at the same linkage group is known in the platyfish, *Xiphophorus maculatus* (Kallman 1984).

The evolutionary forces responsible for transitions between male and female heterogamety are not well understood. Three types of hypotheses have been previously proposed. If there are no fitness differences between the genotypes, there is a set of neutrally stable equilibria (Scudo 1964, 1967). The equilibria fall along a curve in the space of genotype frequencies that connects the XY and ZW endpoints, and the sex ratio at all points along the curve is 1:1. Drift along this neutral curve can produce a switch between XY and ZW (Bull and Charnov 1977).

A second kind of mechanism operates if a new sex-determining mutation enjoys a fitness advantage. It can then spread as the result of simple natural selection, resulting in a heterogamety transition when it is established (Kallman 1973; Bull and Charnov 1977; Lande et al. 2001). Alternatively, a stable polymorphism that maintains X, Y, and W chromosomes results under some fitness conditions (Orzack et al. 1980). Similarly, a transition can be driven by a novel sex chromosome that has a meiotic drive advantage (Bull and Charnov 1977; Werren and Beukeboom 1998; Jaenike 2001).

A third type of hypothesis to explain transitions between male and female heterogamety depends on the ability of some sex-determining mutations to alter the sex ratio. Sex ratios deviating from 1:1 can be favored under some circumstances, for example, when siblings compete for resources or when there is inter-demic selection (Charnov 1982; West et al. 2000). Alternatively, forces such as meiotic drive can generate skewed sex ratios in a situation where selection favors equal numbers of males and females (Jaenike 2001). A new sex-determining mutation can respond to these types of selection and cause a shift between male and female heterogamety (Werren and Beukeboom 1998; Lande et al. 2001; Kocher 2004; Vuilleumier et al. 2007; Kozielska et al. 2010). This process is likely to have occurred in several mammalian species with unusual sex-determining mechanisms: the wood lemming, *Myopus schisticolor* (Lau et al. 1992); the Spanish mole, *Talpa occidentalis* (McVeand Hurst 1996); and the creeping vole, *Microtus oregoni* (Charlesworth and Dempsey 2001).

This article proposes a fourth hypothesis. We develop a model showing how evolutionary transitions between XY and ZW sex-determination systems can be driven by sexually antagonistic selection. This term refers to the situation where alleles advantageous in one sex are deleterious in the other sex (Rice 1984). We show that a mutation that changes the sex-determining properties of an existing sex chromosome will naturally and automatically become associated with alleles at sex-antagonistic loci nearby on the chromosome. For example, a mutation that changes an X chromosome (recessive to Y) to a W chromosome (dominant and feminizing over Y) will become correlated with alleles that enhance female fitness. Under some conditions, this new type of sex chromosome will spread by selection, causing a shift between XY and ZW sex determination. This idea extends the classical theory for the origin of sex chromosomes in a population that originally lacks them (Bull 1983; Rice 1987; Charlesworth 1991) and our recent model showing how sex-antagonistic selection can cause a new Y chromosome to supplant sex determination by an ancestral Y chromosome at a different linkage group (van Doorn and Kirkpatrick 2007).

Our hypothesis is motivated by a substantial body of evidence that suggests that sex-antagonistic selection is frequent (reviewed in van Doorn 2009). The observation that a large fraction (perhaps even the majority) of the transcriptome is expressed differently in males and females (Oliver and Parisi 2004; Gnäd and Parsch 2006; Yang et al. 2006) suggests ample opportunity for sex-specific selection. Innocenti and Morrow (2010) recently estimated that 8% of genes in *Drosophila melanogaster* are under sex-antagonistic selection in a laboratory environment. Another line of evidence that is consistent with a role of sex-antagonistic selection in sex chromosome evolution is the growing number of examples of recently derived sex chromosomes that carry sexually selected loci. Cases are known from several groups of fishes: sticklebacks (Kitano et al. 2009), medaka (Wada et al. 1998), poeciliids (Kallman 1973; Lindholm and Breden 2002; Fernandez and Morris 2008), and cichlids (Lande et al. 2001; Streelman et al. 2003; Roberts et al. 2009).

This article develops models showing how and when sex-antagonistic selection will drive transitions between XY and ZW sex determination. We first consider the nonhomologous case. The model allows for any number of sex-antagonistic loci on the ancestral and new sex chromosomes and either loose or tight linkage between the sex-antagonistic genes and the sex-determining loci. Analytic approximations are derived for conditions that will cause invasion of a new sex chromosome that results in a transition between male and female heterogamety. We find that invasion will lead to a complete transition in the absence of other factors. We go on to consider the role of deleterious recessive mutations linked to the ancestral sex chromosomes. These tend to stabilize the ancestral sex-determination system, making it more difficult for a transition to occur and more likely that a stable polymorphic equilibrium will be attained if a new sex chromosome does begin to invade. Finally, we analyze the case of a homologous transition, in which invasion of a new chromosome at the ancestral sex-determining linkage group causes a transition between XY and ZW systems.
**MODEL**

The genetic model that we consider consists of two sex-determination loci and a set of loci that segregate for sexually antagonistic alleles. Sex-determining locus \( s \), with alleles \( X \) and \( Y \), carries the ancestral master sex-determining gene. Locus \( s' \) represents the invading sex-determining system. This locus is initially fixed for allele \( Z \), and we are interested in conditions that allow a dominant feminizing allele \( W \) to invade. As reflected by our notation, we suppose that male heterogamety is the ancestral state. By consistently switching the roles of males and females, the results can be made to apply to the case that the ancestral state is female heterogamy.

**Assumptions and notation:** The sex-antagonistic loci, denoted \( a, b, c, \ldots \), are linked to one or the other of the sex-determining loci (in the case of a nonhomologous transition) or linked to both (if the sex-determining loci are on the same linkage group). Each one segregates for two alleles, denoted 0 and 1. These loci are partially sex linked; because we are interested in the evolution of evolutionarily young sex chromosomes that have not yet become heteromorphic, we allow for recombination between loci on the sex-determining chromosomes. To emphasize this fact, we use \( x, y, z \), or \( w \) to refer to specific chromosomes, depending on the allele at the relevant sex-determining locus; uppercase \( X, Y, Z \), and \( W \) are reserved for nonrecombining, well-differentiated sex chromosomes as in mammals and birds. The model allows for the polymorphism at sex-antagonistic loci to be maintained by sex-antagonistic selection, mutation, or a combination of the two. Mutation between the two alleles at the sex-antagonistic loci occurs at a rate \( \mu \). (The analysis in supporting information, File S1, and some of our simulations relax the assumption that the rate be symmetric.)

Selection on the sex-antagonistic loci occurs in the juvenile stage. We make no restrictions on the fitness relations between the genotypes at a locus (that is, any kind of dominance is allowed) or on the relative fitness effects on males vs. females. The loci are assumed to have independent (multiplicative) effects on viability or fecundity, however, meaning that there is no epistasis between them. We assume that mating is random. File S1 shows how the relative fitnesses of the genotypes at a sex-antagonistic locus can be used to calculate the average fitness effect of a sex-antagonistic locus. This quantity, which governs the amount of indirect selection that it generates on the sex-determining genes, is equal to the average change in fitness that would result from substituting a 1 allele for a 0 allele (see Table A1 in the appendix for a definition). We use \( \alpha ' \) to denote the average fitness effect at locus \( a \) in females and \( \alpha m \) for that in males.

If the fitness effects of the sex-antagonistic loci are small, then their contributions to the evolution at the sex-determining loci are additive to leading order in the fitness effects. (This follows because departures from additivity depend on three-way linkage disequilibria between pairs of sex-antagonistic loci and either one of the sex-determination factors, and these higher-order associations do not exist under our assumption of no epistasis.) This allows us to decompose our model into submodels that each consider a single sex-antagonistic locus in isolation. We then add together their effects to find the collective impact on the sex-determination loci.

Even with this decomposition, a full description of the evolutionary dynamics would require us to keep track of 15 dynamic variables for each submodel (e.g., \( 2^s - 1 \) gamete frequencies for each sex plus the sex ratio), which change from one generation to the next in a complex manner due to sex determination, sex-specific selection, and Mendelian transmission. To deal with this complexity, we use an approximation based on the framework for multilocus systems developed by Barton and Turelli (1991) and its generalization by Kirkpatrick et al. (2002) (details are provided in the appendix). This framework distinguishes between the different positions that a gene at a given locus can occupy. A gene can be carried by either a male or a female, which we call the gene’s sex-of-carrier, and can have been inherited from either a male (the father) or a female (the mother), which we call the gene’s sex-of-origin. We use subscripts \( m \) (for male) and \( f \) (for female) to denote the sex-of-origin. For example, at the zygote stage, \( s_f \) refers to a gene at locus \( s \) (the ancestral sex-determination locus) inherited from a female (the zygote’s mother). Since sex determination has not yet occurred, genes at the zygote stage do not have a sex-of-carrier. Likewise, positions in gametes can be distinguished only by a subscript (f if it is in an egg, m if in a sperm), reflecting the sex of the individual who produced the gamete or, equivalently, the gene’s sex-of-origin in the next generation. At the juvenile and adult stages, however, we need also to specify the gene’s sex-of-carrier, which we do with a superscript. For example, \( s^m_f \) refers to the gene at locus \( s \) inherited from a female and carried by a male. The sex-of-origin and sex-of-carrier (when present) are together called the gene’s context. We denote a gene in a specific context using a chalkboard letter; for example, we can write \( s = s^m_f \). The set of all positions that contribute to sex determination in zygotes is written \( S = \{ s, s^m, s', s^m' \} \). Likewise, we write \( A^m_f = \{ a^m, a^m_f, a^m, a^m, \ldots \} \) for the set of all positions affecting fitness in juveniles, where sex equals \( m \) or \( f \) for male or female juveniles, respectively.

The genetic state of the population can be completely described in terms of the allele frequencies at each position for all of the loci and the statistical associations between the alleles at all sets of these positions (that is, linkage and Hardy–Weinberg disequilibria). The genetic association between alleles at the set of positions \( J \),
as defined by Equation A1 in the appendix, is denoted as $D_r$. While the number of genetic associations grows rapidly with the number of loci in the model, we show that the large majority of them are either zero or negligibly small, which leads to tremendous simplifications in the analysis.

The frequencies of the $Y$ allele in zygotes are written $y$, the frequencies of the $W$ allele are written $w_l$ and the frequencies of allele 1 at the sex-antagonistic locus $a$ are written $p_a$. These frequencies are subscripted to distinguish between the positions. Thus $y_m$ is the frequency of the $Y$ allele in zygotes among genes inherited from a male (the father), $w_l$ is the frequency of the $W$ allele among genes inherited from a female (the mother), and $p_a$ is the frequency of allele 1 at locus $a$ among genes inherited from a male. We use an asterisk to denote a frequency at the start of the following generation, e.g., $w_l^*$. 

RESULTS

We begin this section by developing general results for the invasion of a new $w$ chromosome. Next are four sections that consider cases in which the ancestral and novel sex-determination loci are loosely linked. These apply to nonhomologous transitions and to homologous transitions if the loci are sufficiently far apart on the same chromosome. In the first case, the sex-antagonistic locus is loosely linked to both sex-determination loci. In the second, it is tightly linked to one of them (the distinction between loose and tight linkage depends on the magnitude of the rate of recombination relative to that of the sex-antagonistic selection coefficients; see below). In the third case, $ZW$ sex determination is near fixation, and we use its behavior there to determine if a protected polymorphism can be established with both $XY$ and $ZW$ sex-determination systems segregating. The fourth case considers the effect of deleterious recessive alleles that have accumulated on the ancestral sex chromosomes. The final section of results examines homologous transitions in which the two sex-determining loci are tightly linked to each other.

**General results:*** As long as the $W$ allele is rare, its frequency changes at an exponential rate $\lambda_{ZW} = \ln(w_l^* / w_l)$ that is approximately independent of the allele frequency $w_l$ (Figure 1). This rate predicts whether the allele can increase in frequency when it is rare ($W$ spreads only if $\lambda_{ZW} > 0$). Accordingly, we refer to $\lambda_{ZW}$ as the invasion fitness of the novel sex-determining allele, conforming to the usage of this term in the adaptive dynamics literature (Metz et al. 1992); $\lambda_{ZW}$ can be interpreted as a net selection coefficient for the $W$ allele at the time of invasion. Working our way back through the life cycle, and omitting associations that evaluate to zero, we find

$$\lambda_{ZW} = \lim_{w_l \to 0} \left[ \alpha^f \sum_{a \in \{a, a_m\}} (D_{a, a_m}^f - D_{a}^f) \right]$$

$$\approx \alpha^f \left( \frac{\partial D_{a, a_m}^f}{\partial w_l} \right)_{w_l = 0} + 2D_{a, a_m}^f,$$

where $\alpha^f$ is the average fitness effect of an allele substitution at the sex-antagonistic locus in females (see Table A1 in the appendix). The associations appearing in the intermediate result in Equation 1 refer to the juvenile stage. The strength of indirect selection on the $W$ allele scales with the magnitude of its nonrandom association ($D_{a, a_m}^f$) with maternally ($a = a_m$) and paternally ($a = a$) derived alleles at the sex-antagonistic locus $a$ in females. In the final result, the associations are rewritten in terms of associations at the zygote stage and linearized with respect to $w_l$. Here we see that invasion of the new $w$ chromosome is affected by its association with allele 1 at sex-antagonistic locus $a$ in female gametes and by the association between allele 1 at $a$ and the $y$ chromosome in male gametes. These two associations have opposite signs if alleles at locus $a$ have sexually antagonistic fitness effects. Female beneficial alleles naturally become associated with the feminizing Wallele, whereas male-beneficial alleles automatically become associated with the masculinizing factor $Y$. The first association promotes invasion of the novel $w$ chromosome, since it has the same sign as $\alpha^f$, but the second stabilizes the ancestral sex-determination system (its sign is opposite to that of $\alpha^f$, leading to a negative contribution to the fitness of $W$). Figure 1 shows an example with $\alpha^f < 0$; i.e., allele 1 at the sex-antagonistic locus $a$ is a male-beneficial allele that is positively associated with the $y$ chromosome in sperm ($D_{a, a_m}^f > 0$) and negatively associated with the Wallele in eggs ($D_{a, a_m}^f < 0$).

The associations that appear in Equation 1 are related to sex-antagonistic allele-frequency differences between different types of gametes. The precise relationships (Table A1 in the appendix) can be derived from definition (A1) in the appendix and substituted into Equation 1 to produce an expression for the invasion fitness with a simple interpretation:

$$\lambda_{ZW} = \alpha^f \left( p_w - p_z \right) + \frac{1}{2} \left( p_y - p_x \right),$$

Here, $p_w$ and $p_z$ are the average frequencies of the sex-antagonistic allele in eggs that carry a W or a Z allele at the novel sex-determination locus $s'$. Likewise, $p_y$ and $p_x$ are the frequencies in sperm carrying a Y or an X allele at the ancestral sex-determination locus $s$.

A simple argument verifies that the right-hand side of Equation 2 quantifies the fitness difference between a mutant ($ZW$) and a wild-type ($XX$) female. A mutant female has inherited a W allele from her mother instead.
of a Z allele. In addition, she may have inherited a Y allele from her father instead of an X. This occurs in half of the cases, whereas wild-type females always inherit an X allele from their father. Accordingly, the expected difference in allele frequency at the sex-antagonistic locus between a mutant and a wild-type female is given by \( p_w - p_Z \) for the maternally inherited half of the genome plus \( \frac{1}{2} (p_Y - p_X) \) for the paternally inherited part, which corresponds exactly to the term between brackets in (2). The multiplication with \( \alpha^s \), the average effect of an allele substitution, converts the sex-antagonistic allele-frequency difference into a fitness effect.

The next four sections apply these general results to cases in which the ancestral sex-determination locus and the new sex-determination loci are loosely linked to one another, as occurs in nonhomologous transitions. In a final section, we consider homologous transitions in which the two sex-determining loci are tightly linked.

**Loose linkage:** Consider the situation in which the three loci \((s, s', a)\) are loosely linked to one another. This is the case in nonhomologous transitions when the strength of sex-antagonistic selection is weak relative to the rates of recombination. Expressions for the allele frequency differences \( p_w - p_Z \) and \( p_Y - p_X \) can then be obtained by solving for the quasi-linkage-equilibrium (QLE) values of the associations \( D_1 (a, s) \) and \( D_1 (m, a) \) that appear in our earlier result (1) using the methods of KirKPATRICK et al. (2002) (see File S1 for details). Substituting the QLE values into the expression for the invasion fitness yields our final result for loose linkage:

\[
\lambda_{ZW} \approx \bar{V} \alpha^s (\alpha^a - \alpha^m) \left( \frac{1 - 2r'}{2r'} - \frac{1 - 2r}{2r} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \left( G_a^s - G_a^{fm} \right) \left( \frac{1 - 2r'}{2r'} - \frac{1 - 2r}{2r} \right).
\]

Here \( G_a^s = 2\bar{V} (\alpha^s)^2 \) is the additive genetic variance for fitness at locus \( a \) in females, \( G_a^{fm} = 2\bar{V} \alpha^a \alpha^m \) is the genetic covariance between fitness in females and males, \( \bar{V} = \bar{p} (1 - \bar{p}) \), and \( \bar{p} \) is the mean allele frequency at locus \( a \) in zygotes. Finally, \( r \) and \( r' \) are, respectively, the recombination rates between \( a \) and \( s \) (the ancestral sex-determination locus) and between \( a \) and \( s' \) (the new locus). These and later results based on the QLE approximation are accurate to leading order in the fitness effects (the \( \alpha \)) when selection is weak relative to recombination (\( \alpha \ll r, r' \)).

This expression verifies the intuition that a feminizing mutation can spread in a population with XY sex determination under the influence of sexually antagonistic selection (Figure 1). Indirect selection on the feminizing W allele results from \( G_a^{fm} \), the additive genetic variance for fitness in females at locus \( a \). That force is diminished if \( G_a^{fm} \), the genetic covariance between male and female fitness, is positive; on the other hand, the force is augmented if the covariance is negative. The
strength of indirect selection is modulated by the relative strength of linkage between \( a \) and \( s \) and between \( a \) and \( s' \). The sex-antagonistic locus favors invasion of \( W \) if it is more closely linked to the new sex-determination locus \( s' \) than to the ancestral locus \( s \) (that is, \( r' < r \); Figure 2).

These models show that a transition in the sex-determination system can occur under conditions that are more general than those typically considered in discussions of sex-antagonistic selection. It suffices for the relative fitness effects of the selected locus to be different in males and females; it is not necessary that the allele favored in males is detrimental to females (or vice versa). The latter condition is more strict; it implies that \( G_{s}^{m} \) has to be negative, whereas indirect selection on the sex-determination locus is already generated if \( G_{s}^{m} \) is positive but smaller than \( G_{s'}^{m} \). The stricter condition is necessary for selection to maintain polymorphism at the sex-antagonistic locus, but our results apply equally if the polymorphism is maintained by other evolutionary forces or is transient.

In fact, Equation 3 holds irrespective of whether selection, mutation, or a combination of both maintains variation at the sex-antagonistic locus (since for this case \( \mu \ll \kappa, r' \)). The loose-linkage result also applies to homologous (e.g., Figure 1) as well as nonhomologous transitions, provided that the sex-antagonistic locus is not tightly linked to either one of the sex-determination loci (Figure 2). Under this condition, the results match with numerical solutions of the exact population genetic recursions for our model, providing confidence in the accuracy of the QLE approximation. The deviation between the loose-linkage prediction and the exact simulations for tightly linked sex-antagonistic loci is explained by the fact that, so far, our methods overestimate the genetic variance at such loci. Alternative sex-antagonistic alleles tend to go to fixation on different types of sex chromosomes if the rate of recombination is low, reducing the average sex-antagonistic genetic variation to less than one would expect on the basis of the average allele frequency. Accounting for this fact (see the results for tight linkage below) provides analytical fitness estimates that match very closely to the exact numerical results (Figures 1C and 2).

The effects of indirect selection generated by different sex-antagonistic loci have additive effects on the evolution at the sex-determining loci (Table S1 and Table S2). A general result for an arbitrary number of sex-antagonistic loci can therefore be obtained by calculating \( \lambda_{W} \) for each locus in isolation and then adding together those contributions to find the net exponential rate of increase of the \( W \) allele. Sex-antagonistic loci that are linked equally to the old and new sex-determination loci will have no effect (see Equation 3 with \( r' = r \)). At the other extreme, sex-antagonistic loci that are tightly linked to \( s \) or to \( s' \) have a very strong effect.

The biological implication is that the few sex-antagonistic genes that are in the immediate vicinity of the sex-determination loci have a deciding impact on the outcome of evolution. Sexually antagonistic polymorphisms tend to accumulate on the sex chromosomes and recombination between the sex chromosome homologs is often reduced (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1978; Bull 1983; Rice 1984, 1987; Charlesworth 1991). Those factors will tend to stabilize the ancestral sex-determination system. It is possible, however, that a single sex-antagonistic gene linked to a novel sex-determining locus will tip the balance in favor of invasion of the new sex-determination system. Simulations for a large number of random genetic systems with many

---

**Figure 2.**—Validity of the analytical approximations. A homologous transition is modeled with a fixed distance between the ancestral and novel sex-determining loci (the rate of recombination between these loci is 0.08), while the position of the sex-antagonistic locus (parameters: \( v_{l} = 0.03, h_{l} = 0.6, v_{m} = -0.04, h_{m} = 0.4, \) and \( \mu = 0 \)) is varied (horizontal axis). The vertical axis gives the invasion fitness of the W allele on the basis of numerical iterations of the exact population-genetic recursions of the model (solid circles), the tight-linkage approximation (solid curve), and the loose-linkage approximation (dashed curve). The latter performs well as long as recombination is a stronger force than selection (\( r, r' \gg \|v_{l}||v_{m}|| \)), while the tight-linkage approximation is accurate over the entire range of recombination rates (noticeable differences with the simulation results appear only when linkage between the sex-determination loci is very tight). We assumed Haldane’s (1919) mapping function.
sex-antagonistic loci do indeed show that only a small subset of the sex-antagonistic genes effectively contribute to heterogamety transitions (Figure 3). Each dot in Figure 3 represents an invasion fitness estimate for a nonhomologous transition with two linkage groups that contain unequal fractions of the total number of sex-antagonistic loci. At the start of each simulation, two-thirds of the sex-antagonistic loci were randomly positioned on the ancestral sex chromosomes; the remaining loci were randomly distributed over the other linkage group with the novel W allele. Only positive invasion fitness values (corresponding to successful invasion of the W allele) are shown. The results for the loose-linkage approximation (Figure 3, shaded dots) emphasize the overwhelming effect of tight linkage on the invasion fitness of the W allele. When the results are corrected for the reduced variance (within sex chromosomes) at sex-antagonistic loci in the vicinity of sex-determination genes (tight-linkage approximation; Figure 3, solid dots), the tail of the distribution of fitness values is truncated at a maximal value that is of the same order of magnitude as the sex-antagonistic selection coefficients. Nevertheless, even with that correction taken into consideration, the fitness contribution of tightly linked loci is orders of magnitude larger than that of loosely linked ones. To illustrate this point, we also calculated for each replicate simulation the fitness contribution of the single sex-antagonistic locus that is most closely linked to a sex-determination gene (shown by solid lines in Figure 3). The close match between the distributions of the total invasion fitness (i.e., the net effect of all loci; Figure 3, dots) and the fitness contribution of the most tightly linked sex-antagonistic locus shows that this single locus has a deciding impact on the evolutionary fate of the W allele, even if the overall distribution of sex-antagonistic fitness variation is concentrated on the ancestral sex chromosomes. Tightly linked combinations of a novel sex-determination factor and a sex-antagonistic gene could, for example, arise when both are captured by an inversion. Such an event would immediately increase linkage between the two and could trigger a heterogamety transition.

**Tight linkage between a and one sex-determining locus:** This section considers the case in which a sex-antagonistic locus a is tightly linked to one of the sex-determination loci. Those loci, in turn, are again assumed to be loosely linked (e.g., on different chromosomes, as in a nonhomologous transition, or far apart on the same chromosome). The starting point for the analysis is Equation 2, which relates the invasion fitness of the W allele to average differences in allele frequencies between different types of gametes. Two separate cases need to be considered, depending on whether the sex-antagonistic allele is tightly linked to the ancestral or to the novel sex-determination locus.

In the case of tight linkage with the novel sex-determination locus $s'$, there is no difference between the sex-antagonistic allele frequencies in male gametes that carry an x or a y chromosome. This follows from the assumption that the sex-antagonistic locus is on a different linkage group from the ancestral sex-determination factor. Simple population genetic recursions describe the per-generation change of the allele frequencies on the ancestral autosome $z$, $p_z \approx \tilde{p}$, and on the new W chromosome, $p_W$. The recursions for the frequencies in gametes are given by

$$
\Delta \tilde{p} = \frac{1}{2}(\alpha'_X + \alpha'_Y) V + \mu(1 - 2\tilde{p})
$$

$$
\Delta p_W = \alpha'_W V_W + \mu(1 - 2p_W) - r'(p_W - p_Z),
$$

where $V_W = p_W(1 - p_W)$ is the genetic variation at locus a in gametes that carry the W allele and $\mu$ is the rate of mutations between sex-antagonistic alleles. (See File S1, which also allows for biased mutation rates.) It is necessary to take mutation into explicit consideration since its effect on gene frequency change can no longer be ignored relative to that of recombination if linkage is very tight.

Combining Equation 2 and the stable equilibrium solutions of the recursions (4) provides the first of two intermediate results for the invasion fitness for nonhomologous transitions:

$$
\hat{\lambda}_{ZW} = \alpha'_W V_W(\alpha'_X - \alpha'_Y) - (\tilde{V} - V_W)(\alpha'_X + \alpha'_Y)
$$

where

$$
\hat{\lambda}_{ZW} = \frac{2r' + 4\mu}{2r' + 4\mu}.
$$

The second intermediate result applies to the case that the sex-antagonistic allele is tightly linked to the ancestral sex-determination locus $s$. This scenario is slightly more complicated, because tight linkage with the ancestral sex-determination locus can result in significant differences in the frequencies of sex-antagonistic alleles between the x and the y chromosome, which already segregate at high frequencies in the ancestral population. The population genetic recursions for the sex-antagonistic allele frequencies on the x and the y chromosome feature sex-chromosome-specific variances ($V_X$ and $V_Y$) and effects of allele substitution ($\alpha'_X$ and $\alpha'_Y$ in males and $\alpha'_X$ in females; Table A1). The recursions are best expressed in terms of the average allele frequency $\tilde{p} = (3p_X + p_Y)$ and the allele frequency difference $p_X - p_Y$ in sperm at the sex-antagonistic locus:

$$
\Delta \tilde{p} = \frac{1}{4}[V_X(2\alpha'_X + \alpha'_Y) + V_Y\alpha'_Y] + \mu(1 - 2\tilde{p})
$$

$$
\Delta(p_X - p_Y) = V_X(2\alpha'_X + \alpha'_Y) - 3V_Y\alpha'_Y - 6\mu(p_X - p_Y) - 4r(p_X - p_Y).
$$

To obtain an expression for the invasion fitness, it is necessary to relate these results to the allele frequencies in eggs ($p_Z$ and $p_W$) that appear in Equation 2. This is relatively straightforward: mutant females can inherit a
Figure 3.—Heterogamety transitions are governed by a small subset of the sex-antagonistic genes. The invasion fitness of the W allele was calculated for 300,000 random genetic systems, each with 200 sex-antagonistic loci. In each simulation the sex-antagonistic loci were distributed over two linkage groups; two-thirds of the loci were randomly positioned on the ancestral sex chromosomes and the remaining one-third of the loci were randomly positioned on an autosomal pair with the novel sex-determination gene. The size of both linkage groups was 100 cM. Despite the twofold bias favoring the ancestral sex-determination system and the large number of loci, we observed positive values of the invasion fitness in ~10% of the cases. The right tail of the observed distribution of fitness values is shown, with dots indicating invasion fitness estimates from individual simulations (shaded dots, loose-linkage approximation; solid dots, tight-linkage approximation). In both cases, the right-tail behavior is well approximated by the fitness contribution of the single sex-antagonistic locus that is most tightly linked to the novel sex-determination gene (thin solid lines), indicating that the sex-antagonistic variation responsible for transitions between sex-determination systems may segregate at a very small subset of the sex-antagonistic loci. The selection coefficients for individual loci were drawn from a bivariate normal distribution [mean (0.5, 0.5), common variance 0.02 and correlation coefficient –0.8. The dominance coefficients were also drawn from a bivariate normal distribution [mean (0.5, 0.5), common variance 0.2, and correlation coefficient 0.7] with the additional constraint 0 ≤ h ≤ 1.

Fixation of ZW sex determination: A successful invasion of the W allele does not necessarily imply that the ancestral XY sex-determination system will be completely replaced by the novel ZW system. In principle, the W chromosome might spread until it reaches an intermediate frequency, establishing a stable polymorphism of sex-determination factors. We can determine if that is possible by asking whether the ancestral X chromosome will increase when it is rare and so produce a protected polymorphism.

To calculate the invasion fitness of the ancestral sex-determination system, it is necessary to specify the sex of individuals that are homozygous for the ancestral Y. We assume that W is epistatically dominant over YY such that the genotype YYZW induces female development. In addition, we assume that YYZZ individuals develop as males. The X allele can be thought of as a feminizing allele that is recessive to W and the ancestral Y allele. These assumptions are motivated by the dominance relations of X, Y, and Z chromosomes found in fish (Kallman 1984; Ser et al. 2010), amphibians (Ogata et al. 2008), and house flies (Rubini et al. 1972).
We find that the invasion fitness of $X$ is
\[
\lambda_{XY} = \frac{1}{2} x V(\alpha^f - \alpha^m) \left[ \frac{1}{2} (\alpha^f + \alpha^m) \left( 1 - 2r \right) - \alpha^f \left( \frac{1 - 2r^*}{2} \right) \right]
\]
\[
= \frac{1}{4} x \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( G_a - G_a^m \right) \frac{1 - 2r}{2r} - \left( G_a - G_a^m \right) \frac{1 - 2r^*}{2r} \right].
\]

where $G_a^m = 2V(\alpha^m)^2$ is the additive genetic variance at locus $a$ in males. A key difference between this and the previous results is that here the rate of increase of $X$ is proportional to its frequency. Consequently, the force of indirect selection on $X$ becomes vanishingly weak as its frequency declines to zero. That is because $X$ is recessive and so has only a phenotypic effect on sex determination when homozygotes are formed.

A comparison of this result with Equation 3 highlights an asymmetry between the ancestral and the novel sex-determination system. Sex-antagonistic genes linked to sex-determination locus $s'$ contribute to the loss of the ancestral $X$ allele to the same extent that such genes favor invasion of the Wallele. However, sex-antagonistic loci on the ancestral sex chromosomes do not have exactly opposite effects on the invasion of $X$ and $W$. The recessive $X$ allele attains approximately equal frequencies in males and females when it is rare. Consequently, its invasion fitness depends on X-linked genetic variation in fitness in both males and females. The invasion of the Wallele, however, is opposed only by variation in female fitness. This is an important asymmetry, since one would expect the difference in genetic variation in fitness between the sexes to be smaller (perhaps much smaller) than genetic variation in female fitness alone. Theory predicts that selection will nearly deplete genetic variation at loci that are concordantly selected between the two sexes (Fisher 1958), but considerable genetic variance in female fitness can be maintained if there is sex-antagonistic selection (Chippindale et al. 2001; Foerster et al. 2007). However, in that case the genetic covariance in fitness between males and females is negative and fitness variation among males is of a comparable magnitude to variation among females, implying that $G_a^m - G_a^m \approx 0$.

This argument leads to the conclusion that a successful invasion of a dominant feminizing allele must eventually lead to the loss of the ancestral sex-determination system. A rearrangement of the terms in Equation 9 illustrates formally that the $W$ allele will spread to its maximum frequency $\frac{1}{2}$ in female gametes, if it is able to invade. Using Equation 3, we obtain
\[
\lambda_{XY} = -\frac{1}{2} x \left[ \lambda_{ZW} + \frac{1}{2} V(\alpha^f - \alpha^m)^2 \left( \frac{1 - 2r}{2r} \right) \right],
\]

which is negative if $\lambda_{ZW} > 0$. Thus if $W$ invades, it will fully replace the ancestral sex-determination system. A protected polymorphism is not possible with loose linkage.

We can also exclude the possibility of a protected polymorphism when linkage is tight, and the argument is similar: the sex-antagonistic component of fitness variation does not contribute to selection on the $X$ allele when it has become rare, since the allele then spends equal amounts of time in males and females. As a consequence, selection on the ancestral sex-determination system is governed by a small component of additive fitness variation that is not shared between the two sexes.

The conditions for protected polymorphism are less restrictive for sex-determination systems with partial dominance, e.g., male heterogamety with incomplete dominance of the $Y$ allele over $X$ (results not shown), but we are not aware of any biological examples that would motivate a detailed analysis for such cases. The analysis in File S1 could, however, be extended to examine arbitrary types of sex determination. Interestingly, there are conditions in which $W$ cannot invade when rare ($\lambda_{ZW} < 0$), but it will spread if it becomes sufficiently common ($\lambda_{XY} < 0$). This situation (Figure S1) could lead to the maintenance of different evolutionarily stable sex-determination systems in different populations depending on their evolutionary history, as could result from drift during population bottlenecks.

**Deleterious alleles on the ancestral $y$:** One of the striking general patterns of sex chromosome evolution is that the nonrecombining region of the $Y$ degenerates in species with male heterogamety and well-differentiated sex chromosomes (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2000). The degeneration of $Y$ chromosomes is thought to result from an accumulation of deleterious recessive mutations in the vicinity of the sex-determining region. We anticipate that these will interfere with heterogamety transitions because females carrying a $W$ allelle will produce $YY$ offspring that suffer the deleterious effects of these mutations.

Half of the offspring produced by a $W$ female receive a $y$ chromosome from the father. Under weak sex-antagonistic selection, the ancestral $y$ chromosome will therefore quickly attain a frequency of approximately one-half within the mutant population, such that close to one-quarter of the $ZW$ females will be homozygous for the $y$ chromosome when $W$ first invades. This fraction grows as the $W$ allelle increases in frequency. The fitness reduction in the mutant population due to the expression of recessive deleterious alleles is directly proportional to the frequency of $YYZW$ females if the deleterious alleles have become fixed on the $y$ chromosome. This is particularly likely to be the case for deleterious alleles that are expressed only in the homogametic sex. Such alleles can easily become fixed by drift at loci that do not recombine with the ancestral sex-determination locus, since the associated deleterious effects are sheltered from expression in the ancestral population (Muller 1918). In addition, alleles with deleterious...
effects in the heterogametic sex can accumulate on the nonrecombining region of the y chromosome, under the influence of Muller’s ratchet, background selection, and other processes (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2000). When the novel sex-determination system arises, spread of the W allele causes YY individuals to be generated and these individuals are homozygous for the deleterious recessives. As W becomes more common, the force opposing spread of the W allele increases in proportion to the frequency of YY individuals. By contrast, the strength of sex-antagonistic selection promoting spread of the novel sex-determination locus remains fairly constant. If the two components of selection are of comparable magnitudes, a stable equilibrium between them can be reached at intermediate frequencies of the W and X alleles, such that a protected polymorphism of XY and ZW sex determination is maintained (Figure 4). The polymorphism is lost when genetic variation at the y chromosome is restored. The introduction of a wild-type allele (by mutation or a rare recombination event with the x) allows the y chromosome to be purged from its deleterious alleles as it is being exposed to purifying selection in ZW individuals. Once the y chromosome has lost its deleterious alleles, W can continue to spread, until genetic variation at the ancestral sex-determination locus is lost (Figure 4).

Most of the processes thought to be responsible for Y chromosome degeneration rely on a lack of recombination between the sex chromosomes, but some can also operate in young sex chromosomes that still recombine. Specifically, partially sex-linked alleles with deleterious effects predominantly in the homogametic sex can reach high frequencies on a recombining y chromosome where they are partially sheltered from expression (Muller 1918). The frequencies of deleterious alleles on recombining sex chromosomes depend on a balance of mutation, recombination, and selection in the homo- and heterogametic sex (see File S1). A recessive deleterious allele that is expressed only in females can reach frequency $p_y = \mu / (\mu + r)$ on the y chromosome, under the assumption that the rate of deleterious mutations, $\mu$, is small relative to $v_1$ the fitness reduction in homozygous females caused by the deleterious alleles. Under the same condition, the inhibitory effect on the spread of ZW sex determination is given by

$$\lambda_{ZW} = -\frac{1}{4}v_1\left(\frac{\mu}{\mu + r}\right)^2. \quad (11)$$

This expression matches our earlier verbal argument: one-quarter of the mutant females are homozygous for Y and a fraction $p^2_y$ of these females are homozygous for the recessive deleterious mutations. These females, finally, suffer a fitness reduction of magnitude $v_1$. Equation 11 represents a maximum estimate of the negative effect on the spread of Wof recessive y-linked alleles on recombining sex chromosomes. The frequency of deleterious alleles on the y chromosome is $<\mu / (\mu + r)$ if these alleles are also expressed in males, leading to a much weaker force opposing the spread of W (see Figure S2).

In short, deleterious recessive mutations with predominant fitness effects in the homogametic sex can reach higher frequencies on the ancestral y chromosome where they are partially sheltered from expression. A consequence is that they inhibit invasion of a new w chromosome because females that carry it will produce homozygous YY offspring that express the deleterious effects. If the y chromosome carries deleterious alleles on the ancestral y chromosome can prevent the W allele from spreading to fixation, leading to a permanent state of multifactorial sex determination (equilibrium frequencies indicated by the dashed lines) if the deleterious alleles have fixed on the y chromosome and recombination with the x has been fully repressed. Even a tiny amount of recombination ($r = 10^{-12}$ here), however, introduces genetic variation on the y chromosome and purges its deleterious alleles. When this happens, W ultimately fixes and the ancestral XY system is lost. In this simulation, a locus segregating for deleterious alleles (parameters: $v_1 = -0.01$, $h_t = 0$, $v_m = 0$, and deleterious mutation rate $\mu = 1.0 \times 10^{-4}$; allele frequencies in male and female gametes are shown by dotted lines with open and solid triangles, respectively) is linked to Y and an autosomal sex-antagonistic locus (parameters: $r = 0.02$, $v_1 = -0.05$, $h_t = 0.4$, $v_m = 0.05$, $h_m = 0.6$, and $\mu = 1.0 \times 10^{-5}$; allele frequencies are not shown) is linked to W.
rious recessives at several loci, their effects are (approximately) additive, and together they could generate strong selection favoring the ancestral sex-determining system. This effect can entirely prevent a new w chromosome from invading, or it may slow down the spread of W as the y chromosome increases in frequency. Depending on the relative strengths of selection at work, the W may not be able to increase beyond an intermediate frequency, resulting in a stable polymorphic equilibrium at which the old XY system and the new ZW system are both segregating. Such a polymorphism will, however, typically be vulnerable to the introduction of genetic variation on the y (Figure 4). As the y chromosome is exposed to selection in females, it is purged from the deleterious recessives that have not reached fixation, eventually eroding the force that prevents further spread of the W allele.

**Homologous transitions:** Several results for homologous transitions have already been introduced in previous sections. Specifically, if the ancestral and novel sex-determination factors segregate at two recombining loci on the same linkage group, then Equation 8 provides an expression for the invasion fitness of the novel sex-determination allele. This result makes no assumptions on the rates of recombination between sex-antagonistic loci and the ancestral or novel sex-determination locus, but it does assume loose linkage between the two sex-determination loci. A result that allows for tight linkage between the sex-determination loci can be obtained using the techniques presented in File S1, but the expressions are complicated and difficult to interpret in detail. Rather than presenting general results for this scenario, we therefore concentrate on a limiting case that is biologically relevant to homologous transitions involving a mutation at the ancestral sex-determination locus. To examine such transitions we set the rate of recombination between sex-antagonistic loci and the ancestral or novel sex-determination locus, to be negligible (see Figure S3). As for nonhomologous transitions, a protected polymorphism of sex-determination factors is that it subtly affects the sex-antagonistic allele frequency on the homolog of the w chromosome.

If linkage between the sex-determination factor and the sex-antagonistic locus is weak, \( V_X, V_Y \), and \( V_W \) approach the mean variance \( V \), \( \alpha_X \), and \( \alpha_W \) converge to \( \alpha \), and \( \alpha_Y^w \) and \( \alpha_Y^w \) converge to \( \alpha^w \). The right-hand side of (13) then evaluates to zero, in accordance with our general result for loose linkage (Equation 3), which also predicts \( \lambda_{ZW} = 0 \) for mutations at the ancestral sex-determination locus (this can be seen by substituting \( r' = r \)). The conclusion is that a novel feminizing allele at the ancestral sex-determining locus is affected by sex-antagonistic selection only if tightly linked sexually antagonistic variation is available. Whether such variation favors the novel sex-determining allele over the ancestral one depends on the combination of selection and dominance coefficients at nearby sex-antagonistic loci. The W allele can become more strongly associated than the Y allele with sex-antagonistic alleles that are dominant and beneficial to females or recessive and beneficial to males. Such alleles therefore favor the invasion of W, whereas alleles with the other combinations of selection and dominance coefficients oppose its spread (see Figure S3). As for nonhomologous transitions, a protected polymorphism of sex-determination alleles cannot be supported by sex-antagonistic selection alone, although X, Y, and W can be maintained at the ancestral sex-determination locus if the Y carries deleterious alleles.

**DISCUSSION**

Genetic sex determination in some groups of animals appears to make frequent shifts between male heterogamety (XY) and female heterogamety (ZW) systems (Ezaz et al. 2006). Several mechanisms can cause these transitions, including selection on pleiotropic effects of the sex-determination genes, selection on sex ratio, and...
meiotic drive. Our results add to this list of possibilities. We find that sexually antagonistic selection on loci linked to the sex-determination genes can trigger a heterogamety transition. Sex-antagonistic selection is thought to be key to the evolution of other aspects of sex chromosomes (Charlesworth 1991), and so it seems plausible that it may commonly be involved in these transitions as well.

The way that sex-antagonistic selection drives a transition can be understood in simple terms. Selection naturally and automatically builds up positive associations (linkage disequilibria) between sex-determination genes that make individuals become male and genes that increase male fitness. Symmetrically, genes that make individuals develop into females become correlated with genes that enhance female fitness. These associations generate indirect fitness effects on the sex-determination genes. The effects increase with the strength of sex-antagonistic selection, the amount of genetic variation at the sex-antagonistic loci, and the strength of linkage between the sex-antagonistic and sex-determination genes. When the combined effects of indirect selection on a new feminizing W allele outweigh that experienced by the Y allele at the ancestral sex-determination locus, the W will invade. This process can operate in two modes: with the invading sex-determining locus on the same linkage group as the ancestral sex chromosomes (a homologous transition, as in X. maculatus) and with it on a different linkage group (a nonhomologous transition, as in cichlids).

The presence of sexually antagonistic genetic variation is a prerequisite for heterogamety transitions in our model. Polymorphism at sex-antagonistic loci can be maintained by constant selection pressures, but only for a restricted range of parameters. The conditions are more stringent for autosomal loci than for sex-linked loci (Rice 1984), and one would therefore predict sexually antagonistic variation to be concentrated on the sex chromosomes (Gibson et al. 2002; Mank 2009; van Doorn 2009). Nevertheless, changes in sex determination do not rely on constant selection to maintain sex-antagonistic variation. Frequency dependence, migration, and mutation can provide variation at autosomal loci and transient polymorphisms are also capable of triggering heterogamety switches. Once a sexually antagonistic allele has become associated with a novel sex-determining allele, even a considerable overall bias in the genomic distribution of sexually antagonistic variation may not be able to prevent a change in sex determination. This is because linkage strongly mediates the strength of indirect selection on a sex-determination locus that results from selection on a sex-antagonistic locus. In quantitative terms, the strength grows as the inverse of the rate of recombination between the two loci, up to a maximum that is set by the strength of sex-antagonistic selection.

As a result, sex-antagonistic loci that are tightly linked to a sex-determination locus can have a vastly stronger influence on the outcome than more distant loci. There are two implications. First, this effect can introduce a strong stochastic component into the determination of which chromosomes decide sex (even if, on average, sex-antagonistic variation is concentrated on the ancestral sex chromosomes). When reduced recombination has not yet evolved at the ancestral sex chromosomes, invasion of a new system can be triggered when a sex-determination mutant happens by chance to arise at a locus that is tightly linked to another locus that is under sex-antagonistic selection. Conversely, the effect of tight linkage can stabilize an ancestral sex-determination system. If the ancestral sex chromosomes evolve reduced recombination (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1978; Rice 1987; Charlesworth 1991), then they can bind sex-antagonistic alleles to the sex-determining region (Rice 1984). That will greatly stabilize the system against the invasion of a new sex-determining region.

This latter effect is one factor that can explain why the sex chromosomes are conserved over long periods of evolutionary time in some taxa, such as mammals. A second one is the accumulation of deleterious recessive mutations on the ancestral y chromosome. Our results show that the deleterious effects are expressed in the offspring of females carrying a new W chromosome, which can inhibit it from invading. A third factor that can stabilize the ancestral sex-determination chromosomes is when they carry genes essential for the development of one sex. For example, if x chromosomes carry a gene essential for female development, then a W allele cannot invade unless that gene is simultaneously duplicated in tight linkage to the new sex-determining region.

Sex-determination alleles at different loci typically show epistatic dominance, in which an allele at one locus determines the phenotype regardless of the genotype at a second (epistatically recessive) locus (e.g., Rubin et al. 1972; Kallman 1984; Ogata et al. 2008; Ser et al. 2010). Our results show that sex-antagonistic selection can cause an epistatically dominant allele to invade, but not an epistatically recessive allele. Thus when W trumps Y, sex antagonism can cause a transition from an XY to a ZW sex-determination system, but not the reverse. The explanation for this asymmetry is simple: if an epistatically recessive Y allele is introduced to a population with ZW sex determination, it will initially appear in XY/ZZ and in XY/ZW genotypes. The first genotype develops as male even without the Y, while the second develops as female despite its Y. Consequently, Y has no phenotypic effect and so cannot build up the associations with sex-antagonistic loci needed to drive a heterogamety transition.

This asymmetry leads to the prediction that the novel sex-determination system is dominant over the ancestral one in taxa that underwent a heterogametic transition.
(a similar bias would not necessarily be expected if mechanisms other than sex-antagonistic selection would drive the change in sex determination). The appropriate experiments to establish the dominance relationships between sex-determination alleles have been done in fish (Kallman 1984; Ser et al. 2010), house flies (Rubini et al. 1972), and amphibians (Ogata et al. 2008). In all of these cases W is epistatically dominant over Y, and the ancestral state is either male heterogamety or unknown. We were unable to find studies that report the dominance relationship between Y and W in species that recently underwent a transition from ZW to XY sex determination. This leaves open the possibility that W sex-determination alleles are dominant over Y alleles irrespective of the ancestral state. If such a bias were indeed present, we would expect it to strongly favor transitions from XY to ZW sex determination over the reverse.

Interestingly, amphibians, the only group for which data are now available, show no evidence of this pattern: Hillis and Green (1990) estimated there have been seven independent shifts from ZW to XY and only one from XY to ZW. They propose a two-locus model of sex determination that makes the origin of a novel XY system more likely than that of a novel ZW system and suggest that it may bias amphibians toward transitions from ZW to XY. As they note, however, since female heterogamety seems to be the ancestral condition in amphibians, the larger number of transitions from ZW to XY could be a simple consequence of more evolutionary opportunity for shifts in that direction. In any event, the overall pattern of transitions in amphibians and other taxa is expected to result from the joint action of biases in the rates of origin of male and female heterogamety and biases in the rates of their fixation caused by sex antagonism.

While species that have XY and ZW sex-determination systems segregating simultaneously are rare, examples are known [e.g., in cichlids (Cnaani et al. 2008) and platyfish (Kallman 1984)]. These might be transient states in which a new system is replacing an ancestral one. Multilocus sex determination can also be stabilized by deleterious recessive alleles linked to the ancestral locus. Consider a species that has XY sex determination and suppose that the Y chromosome has started to degenerate (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2000). If now a W invades an autosome, YY/ZW females will be produced, causing a fitness loss from the expression of the deleterious alleles. This can halt the invasion of the W and result in a stable equilibrium with two pairs of sex chromosomes. This outcome occurs only when linkage between the ancestral sex-determination locus and the loci with deleterious alleles is complete. That situation is quite common, however, since recombination between X and Y chromosomes is often reduced or entirely shut down (Rice 1987; Charlesworth 1991). Orzack et al. (1980) found the conditions for maintenance of X, Y, and W at a single group when there is no recombination. Our results complement theirs and show how they extend to the nonhomologous transitions in which the XY and ZW sex-determination systems are segregating at different linkage groups.

We noted in the Introduction that several recently derived sex chromosomes are known with genes that appear to be targets of sex-antagonistic selection (Kallman 1973; Wada et al. 1998; Lande et al. 2001; Lindholm and Breden 2002; Streeelman et al. 2003; Fernandez and Morris 2008; Kitano et al. 2009; Roberts et al. 2009). These observations are certainly consistent with the hypothesis that sex-antagonistic selection was responsible for the establishment of a new sex-determining system, but a proper test of our hypothesis would require data to rule out the plausible alternative that the sex-antagonistic alleles accumulated secondarily, after the new sex chromosomes invaded. Indeed, linkage to sex chromosomes is favorable to the maintenance of sex-antagonistic variation (Rice 1987). The required data may soon become available through comparative genomic studies on species that recently underwent a heterogamety transition and their close relatives. The presence of sex-antagonistic variation at the same genomic location in closely related species that have the ancestral sex-determining system would support the view that sex-antagonistic variation predated the origin of the derived sex chromosomes and caused the invasion of a new sex-determining system.
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**APPENDIX**

This appendix develops the recursions for the changes in allele frequencies and associations (linkage disequilibria). Our approach is based on the framework developed by Barton and Turelli (1991) and its generalization by Kirkpatrick et al. (2002). In the following, we use conventions based on the latter and write “KJB (i)” to refer to equation (i) in that article.

To describe the associations between positions, we introduce the indicator variable $I$. It takes the value 1 for the $Y$ allele at sex-determination locus $s$, the $W$ allele at sex-determination locus $s'$, and the 1 allele at the sex-antagonistic locus $a$. We then define the associations between a set of positions $J$ in zygotes as
\[ D_j = E \left[ \prod_{i \in J} (I_i - p_i) \right], \quad (A1) \]

where the expectation is taken over the distribution of genotype frequencies [see KJB (3)]. The \( p_i \) that appear in (A1) are reference values that can be chosen arbitrarily, but once chosen, the same values must be used to express associations at later points of the life cycle. To calculate such associations, the expectation in (A1) has to be taken over genotype frequencies at the life history stage under consideration, but the reference values must still be the same as for associations in zygotes.

We choose the reference values equal to the allele frequencies in gametes at the start of the generation (i.e., \( p_{a_1} = y_i \), \( p_{s_1} = w_i \), \( p_{a_1} = w_{a_1} \), \( p_{a_1} = p_{a_1} \), and finally \( p_{a_1} = p_{a_1} \)), such that the associations in zygotes represent central moments of the distribution of genotype frequencies. Accordingly, \( D_i = 0 \) for all positions \( i \) at the zygote stage. This leads to another useful fact about associations involving only a single position: at any stage in the life cycle, \( D_i \) equals the change in the frequency of allele 1 at position \( i \) from the start of the generation to that stage.

As the genotype distribution changes in response to the evolutionary forces that act on it, so will the allele frequencies and associations. Kirkpatrick et al. (2002) provide expressions for these changes. Using those results, we now step through the life cycle to detail how the associations are affected by sex determination, viability selection, and sexual reproduction. Results for the individual steps in the life cycle can then be combined, yielding recurrence relations for the change of associations from one generation to the next.

**Sex determination:** At the start of the life cycle, zygotes develop into male or female juveniles. Zygotes with genotype XXXZ develop as females, and those with genotype XYZZ develop as males. A mutant zygote that carries the dominant sex-determination allele \( W \) at locus \( s' \) develops as a female, regardless of her genotype at the ancestral sex-determination locus \( s \). (The complete epistatic dominance of Wover \( Y \) assumed here follows the pattern found in the majority of systems that have been studied. The model could be generalized to allow for other schemes, for example, partial penetrance of the sex-determining genes, at the expense of additional parameters.)

Following sex determination, the genetic associations between positions in set \( J \) are denoted by \( D_J^s \) and \( D_J^m \), respectively, for male and female juveniles. Associations for female juveniles are

\[ D_J^s = D_I + \sum_{K \subseteq S} \sigma_K (D_{IJK} - D_I D_K) \quad (A2) \]

[see KJB (9)], where \( J \cup K \) denotes the union of the sets \( J \) and \( K \) [if some positions appear more than once in \( J \cup K \), then we apply simplification rules for associations with repeated positions; see KJB (5)]. Associations for male juveniles are given by replacing the \( + \) by a \( - \). The summation is over all subsets of \( S \), the set of positions that determine sex. The \( \sigma_K \) are sex-determination coefficients that describe how the set of positions \( K \) affects the sex of a zygote. These coefficients are uniquely determined by the effects of the sex-determination alleles and their frequencies in gametes. Their values are calculated in File S1 and their values are shown in Table A1.

**Selection:** The sex-antagonistic loci affect the probability that a juvenile survives and mates. The relative fitnesses of genotypes at sex-antagonistic locus \( i \) are written \( 1 : 1 + h_i' v_i' : 1 + h_i v_i \), for females with the genotypes 00, 01, and 11, respectively. The corresponding parameters for male viabilities substitute \( m \) for \( f \). Throughout, we assume that selection is weak, i.e., that the maximum of the absolute values of \( v \) is \( \ll 1 \).

Selection acts at the transition between the juvenile and the adult stages. The associations in male and female adults, denoted as \( D_J^s \) and \( D_J^m \), respectively, are given by

\[ D_J^{sex} = D_J^{sex} + \sum_{K \subseteq A} \alpha_K^{sex} (D_{JK}^{sex} - D_J^{sex} D_K^{sex}), \quad (A3) \]

where \( \alpha_K^{sex} \) are fitness effects that quantify the impact of selection on the set of positions \( K \) in the given sex. Their values are determined by the coefficients \( v \) and \( h \) as well as by the allele frequencies. Table A1 shows the values of the coefficients \( \alpha_K^{sex} \) as calculated in File S1.

**Meiosis:** Gametes result from meiosis, which causes allele frequencies and associations in the gametes to be admixtures of those quantities in the adults. The mixing of genes from different positions complicates the expressions for associations in gametes somewhat, since associations are defined with respect to the allele frequencies at the positions concerned. Accounting for these factors gives an expression for the association in gametes

\[ D_J^{sex} = \sum_{K \subseteq J} \tau_{K \subseteq J} \sum_{U \subseteq K} \left[ D_U^{sex} \prod_{i \in U} (p_i - \bar{p}_i) \right], \quad (A4) \]

where sex equals m or f, and \( J_{sex} \) is a set of positions with a single sex-of-origin sex. The first summation is over all positions \( K \) from which genes in set \( J_{sex} \) can be inherited by meiosis (the notation \( K : J = F \) means that \( K \) and \( J_{sex} \) must
be equal when the context information is stripped from them; that is, $K$ and $J_{sex}$ must contain the same loci). The $\tau_{iK} \rightarrow iK$ are transmission coefficients, defined as the probability that genes in positions $J_{sex}$ were inherited from genes in positions $K$. Table A1 gives the values for these coefficients. The second summation adjusts the association $D_{hw}^{sex}$ for the mixing of genes from different positions [see KJB (16)]. The set $K \setminus U$ represents those positions in $K$ that are not found in $U$, and the allele frequency $\bar{p}_i$ is the frequency in zygotes at the position in set $J_{sex}$ that corresponds to $i$ in set $U$.

**Mutation and completion of the life cycle:** The next generation begins with the fusion of gametes to produce zygotes. The allele frequencies in zygotes, before mutation, are given by

$$p_i'' = p_i + D_i''.$$  

(A5)

At the start of the new generation, after mutation has occurred, the allele frequencies are given by
\[ p_i^w = \bar{\mu}_i (1 - p_i^w) + (1 - \bar{\mu}_i) p_i^w, \]  
\hfill (A6)

where \(\bar{\mu}_i\) is the mutation rate at position \(i\) from allele 0 to 1, and \(\bar{\mu}_i\) is the reverse mutation rate. Expressions for the associations in the new generation are complicated by the fact that they are defined relative to allele frequencies of the new generation, while the expressions we have derived up to this point are defined with respect to those in the previous generation. The association among a set of positions \(J_{\text{sex}}\) that have only the single sex-of-origin \(\text{sex}\) is

\[ D_{J_{\text{sex}}}^w = \prod_{j \in J_{\text{sex}}} \left(1 - \bar{\mu}_j - \bar{\mu}_j\right) \times \sum_{U \subseteq J_{\text{sex}}} \left[D_{U_{\text{sex}} \setminus U \cup U}^w \prod_{i \in U} \left(p_i - p_i^w\right)\right] \]  
\hfill (A7)

[see KJB (15) and KJB (28)]. The resulting associations are defined relative to the postmutation allele frequencies in zygotes.

We assume that mating is random. Consequently, associations in zygotes that involve positions with both sexes-of-origin are equal to a product of associations that involve only positions with a single sex-of-origin. Writing a set of positions in zygotes as \(J = J_f \cup J_m\), where \(J_f\) is the subset of \(J\) with the positions that were maternally inherited and \(J_m\) is the subset that was paternally inherited,

\[ D_J^w = D_{J_f}^w D_{J_m}^w. \]  
\hfill (A8)

These equations give an exact set of recursions for how the genetic state of the population changes over the course of a single generation. The analysis presented in File S1 uses these recursions to find when a new \(w\) chromosome will invade a population and develops various approximations to the exact solutions.
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FIGURE S1. – Simultaneous stability of male and female heterogamety. Eight simulations with identical parameters values but different initial conditions provide an example of bi-stability. In this case, the sex-determination loci are on different linkage groups and each is linked to a single sex-antagonistic locus (parameters are given in Table S2). Both \textit{XY} and \textit{ZW} sex-determination are stable against small fluctuations in the allele frequency. Solid curves: a \textit{W} allele is introduced into a population with \textit{XY} sex determination; dashed curves: an \textit{X} allele is introduced into a population with \textit{ZW} sex determination. The two scenarios (solid vs. dashed curves) differ with respect to the equilibrium sex-antagonistic allele frequencies in the ancestral population.
FIGURE S2. – Deleterious alleles on the ancestral y-chromosome oppose the invasion of $W$. One quarter of the mutant population is homozygous for $F$ when the $W$ allele is rare. Within that subpopulation, recessive deleterious alleles on the ancestral y-chromosome are expressed, reducing the fitness of the $W$ allele. The figure shows the magnitude of the fitness reduction as a function of the rate of recombination between the locus with deleterious alleles and the ancestral sex-determination locus, for three different values of sex-specific deleterious fitness effects (symbols indicate invasion-fitness values calculated by iterating the exact population-genetic recursions). The curves show analytical predictions (for tight linkage (solid), loose linkage (dashed), and the explicit solution assuming mutation-selection balance (equation 11 in the main text; dot-dashed)). Other parameters are: $r = 0.5$, $h = h_m = 0.0$, $\mu = 1.0 \cdot 10^{-5}$, $\mu = 0.0$. 
FIGURE S3. – Homologous transitions depend on the details of sex-antagonistic selection. The two panels show analytical invasion-fitness estimates for homologous transitions (solid curves) and numerical results based on the exact population genetic recursions (symbols) across a range of sex-antagonistic selection coefficients and for different combinations of dominance parameters. Overall, higher male-beneficial allele frequencies (right on the horizontal axes) favor homologous transitions to \(ZW\) sex-determination, since female heterogamety allows rare female-beneficial alleles to accumulate on the \(W\)-chromosome without being exposed to selection in males. (A) A feminizing mutation at the ancestral sex-determination locus is more likely to spread, if male-beneficial alleles at nearby loci are recessive and female-beneficial alleles are dominant, since this increases the expression of favorable effects in both the homogametic and heterogametic sex. (B) Sex-specific differences in the dominance coefficients influence the scope for the maintenance of variation at sex-antagonistic loci. Stronger support of sex-antagonistic variation by sex-specific dominance (\(h_m > h_f\)) allows for heterogamety transitions over a wider range of selection coefficients, but is also associated with a smaller changes in sex-antagonistic allele frequencies during a heterogamety transition, reducing the maximal strength of indirect selection on the \(W\) allele. Other parameters: \(r = r' = 0.01\), \(\bar{\mu} = \bar{\mu} = 1.0 \times 10^{-7}\).
### TABLE S1

Additive interactions between sex-antagonistic loci

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fitness Estimate</th>
<th>Loci Linked to the Ancestral Sex-Determination System</th>
<th>Loci Linked to the Novel Sex-Determination System</th>
<th>All Loci</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exact Population Genetic Recursions</td>
<td>-1.09 (\times 10^{-4})</td>
<td>-3.04 (\times 10^{-5})</td>
<td>-5.69 (\times 10^{-5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum ((a + b + c))</td>
<td>-1.96 (\times 10^{-4})</td>
<td>-1.97 (\times 10^{-4})</td>
<td>sum ((d + e)) = 2.69 (\times 10^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical – Loose Linkage</td>
<td>-1.11 (\times 10^{-4})</td>
<td>-2.95 (\times 10^{-5})</td>
<td>-1.35 (\times 10^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum ((a, b \text{ and } c) + (d \text{ and } e))</td>
<td>sum = 1.08 (\times 10^{-5})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical – Tight Linkage</td>
<td>-1.08 (\times 10^{-4})</td>
<td>-3.00 (\times 10^{-5})</td>
<td>-5.75 (\times 10^{-5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum = 7.29 (\times 10^{-5})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We ran a simulation of our model with five sex-antagonistic loci (parameters listed in Table S2). Three loci were linked to the ancestral sex-determination locus (loci \(a\), \(b\), and \(c\)), the other two were autosomal and linked to the novel sex-determination locus (loci \(d\) and \(e\)). The numerical estimate of the invasion fitness based on the exact population genetic recursions for the full model (column ‘all loci’) was then compared with the results of additional simulations where we calculated the contributions of single loci in isolation (column \(a\), \(b\), … \(e\)), or the combined fitness effects of all loci on a single linkage group (columns ‘\(a\), \(b\) and \(c\)’ and ‘\(d\) and \(e\)’). The results in the first row show that the fitness contributions from different sex-antagonistic loci are additive between and within linkage groups (even if linkage between sex-antagonistic loci is tight, e.g., recombination between locus \(a\) and \(b\) was 1%), allowing us to consider individual sex-antagonistic loci in isolation in our analytical treatment. The analytical estimates for the fitness contributions of individual loci are shown in the second and third row of the Table. The loose linkage result is reasonably accurate except for locus \(c\), which is very tightly linked to the ancestral sex determining gene.
TABLE S2

Parameter values used in the simulations of Figure S1 and Table S1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Parameters*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( r )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table S1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a )</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b )</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c )</td>
<td>1.0 ( \times ) 10^-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. S1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a )</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Fitness values for the genotypes 00, 01 and 11 in females are given by 1, 1 + \( h_f v_f \) and 1 + \( v_f \), respectively. Similar expressions for fitness in males substitute the subscript \( f \) for \( m \). The parameter \( \hat{\mu} \) represents the rate of mutation from allele 0 to 1; \( \hat{\mu} \) is the reverse mutation rate.
Supplementary Methods

Derivation of analytical approximations for the invasion fitness of a \( W \) allele

1. INTRODUCTION

In this supplementary material we derive population genetic recursions for the change of allele frequencies and genetical associations under the influence of sex determination, sexually antagonistic selection, Mendelian segregation and mutation. The exact recursions are simplified by means of a Quasi-Linkage Equilibrium (QLE) approximation, following Barton & Turelli (1991) and Kirkpatrick et al. (2002), to estimate the fitness of a dominant feminizing \( W \) allele that invades into a population with \( XY \) sex determination. Since the indirect fitness effects of sexually antagonistic loci on the sex determining alleles are approximately additive if the individual sex-antagonistic loci have multiplicative effects on viability (this assumes the absence of epistasis between sex-antagonistic loci), we analyze a model consisting of three loci:

- Locus \( s_1 \) is the original sex-determination locus. This locus carries two alleles, \( Y \), a masculinizing factor, and \( X \). The frequency of the allele \( Y \) is denoted as \( y \).
- Locus \( s_2 \) carries a rare novel sex-determination modifier allele, \( W \). The frequency of this allele is denoted as \( w \).
- Locus \( a \) is a locus with sexually antagonistic alleles 0 and 1. The frequency of allele 1 is denoted as \( p \).

To keep track of the genetic state of the population we derive equations that describe the change of genetical associations from one generation to the next. Genetical associations are defined as moments of the distribution of genotype frequencies. Details and results for the change of associations under selection, transmission and mutation can be found in Kirkpatrick et al. (2002). The following notation is used to denote the associations at different stages in the life cycle:

- **zygotes**
  - sex determination \( D_1[K] \)
  -juveniles \( D_2[K] \) and \( D_3[K] \)
  - adults \( D_4[K] \) and \( D_5[K] \)
  - random mating \( D_6[K] \)

- **mating pairs**
  - Mendelian segregation \( D_7[K] \)
  - change of reference values \( D_8[K] \)
  - zygotes \( D_9[K] \)
  - mutation \( D_{10}[K] \)
  - zygotes \( D_{11}[K] \)
  - next generation \( D_{12}[K] \)

Outline of the analysis

The next section of this document (Section 2, ‘The Toolbox’) contains definitions for procedures that implement the change of associations in different stages of the life cycle. We also define procedures to simplify and linearize expressions, and we calculate the selection coefficients that quantify the effect of sex-determination and viability selection on individual alleles and statistical associations between alleles. After the preparatory work in the Section 2, we proceed to calculate the invasion fitness of the mutant sex-determination allele for the case that linkage between the sex-antagonistic locus and the sex-determination loci is weak. Section 4 then concentrates on a number of alternative scenarios. We analyze the effects of tight linkage between the sex-antagonistic locus and the novel sex-determination factor, tight linkage between the sex-antagonistic locus and the ancestral sex-determination factor, and we consider a homologous sex-determination mutation. The final section considers a population that has nearly fixated for \( ZW \) sex determination and derives the fitness of the \( X \) allele when it is rare to examine the scope for bistability or a protected polymorphism of sex determining genes.

This document has been generated using *Mathematica 5.2* (Wolfram 2003). The original file is available from the authors on request and can be used to verify the calculations.
2. THE TOOLBOX

Preliminaries

This is to control Mathematica’s message output.

\`\`Off[General::"spell1"]\`

Positions and reference values

The set S contains the positions influencing sex determination

\`\`S = \{s_1f, s_1m, s_2f, s_2m\};\`

The set A contains the positions that affect survival from the juvenile to the adult stage

\`\`A = \{a_f, a_m\};\`

The set W contains all the positions

\`\`W = Join[S, A];\`

The reference values \(\rho_k\) are set equal to the allele frequencies at the zygote stage, such that first-order associations at the zygote stage vanish. Distinct reference values are used for positions with male or female sex-of-origin.

\`\`subsReferenceValues = \{D_\_\[\{\}\] \[\rightarrow\] 1, \rho_{s_{1f}} \[\rightarrow\] y_1, \rho_{s_{2m}} \[\rightarrow\] w_1, \rho_{s_{2m}} \[\rightarrow\] p_1, D_\_ [K\_ /; Length[K] == 1] \[\rightarrow\] 0;\`

General procedures

Genetical associations are defined as expectations over the distribution of genotypes of the moments \(z\), where \(z = \sigma H I - \nu L\). The following procedures are used to calculate \(z\).

\`\`GetIndex[position_, L_List] := First[Flatten[Position[L, position]]]\`

\`\`GetMoment[K_List, Genotype_List, L_List] :=\`

\`\` Module[{z = 1, i},\`

\`\` Do[z* = (Genotype[[GetIndex@@GetIndex@@i, K]] - \[nu]_k[i]), \{i, 1, Length[K]\};\`

\`\`Return[z]\`

Associations with repeated positions are simplified by the procedure \`\`RemoveRepeatedPositions\`

\`\`RemoveRepeatedPositions[D_\_\[K1_List], D_\_\[K2_List]] :=\`

\`\` Module[{K, k, i},\`

\`\` K = Sort[Join[K1, K2]];\`

\`\` If[Length[K] > 0,\`

\`\` If[k = Do[If[Count[K, K[[i]]] > 1, Return[K[[i]]], \{i, 1, Length[K]\]];\`

\`\` MemberQ[K, k], Return[\[nu]_k (1 - \[nu]_k) RemoveRepeatedPositions[\`

\`\` D[DeleteCases[K1, k]], D[DeleteCases[K2, k]]] +\`

\`\` (1 - 2 \[nu]_k) RemoveRepeatedPositions[D[K1], D[DeleteCases[K2, k]]]],\`

\`\` Return[D[K]],\`

\`\` Return[D[\{\}\]]])\`

\`\`

For example, the association \(D_1[[s_{1f}, s_{1m}, s_{2m}]]\) is reduced to

\`\`RemoveRepeatedPositions[D_1[[s_{1f}]], D_1[[s_{1f}, s_{2m}]] /. subsReferenceValues\`

\`\` (1 - 2 y_f) D_1[[s_{1f}, s_{2m}]]\`

If mating is random, then associations involving positions with different sex-of-origin can be decomposed into products of lower-order associations that involve only positions with a single sex-of-origin. The following procedure implements this decomposition.
Expanding an equation for the order-of-magnitude parameter that scales the strength of selection. Accordingly, we expand $D_1[K]$ as

$$D_1[K] = D_1[K] + \varepsilon_v D_v[K] + \varepsilon_s D_s[K] + \varepsilon_e D_{ew}[K] + (\varepsilon^2_v + \varepsilon^2_s) \xi_k.$$ 

For some associations, the lowest-order term $D_0$ vanishes. For other associations, specific higher-order terms can be omitted since they do not appear in the equations derived below. The procedure Linearize generates expansions exactly up to the order needed. The higher-order coefficients $\xi_k$ are included as a means to check the results for errors.

In this analysis, we focus on the invasion of a dominant feminizing allele at the novel sex-determination locus. Hence, the $W$ allele will appear only in females. At invasion, the allele frequencies at the ancestral sex determination locus are close to 0 in females and close to $\frac{1}{2}$ in males. Accordingly, Linearize also substitutes $y_f = w_m = 0$ and $y_m = \frac{1}{2}$.

### Sex-determination procedures

The change of associations due to sex determination is determined by sex-determination coefficients $\sigma_K$. The values of these coefficients are related to the fraction females among juveniles with genotype $G$. We use the following procedure to specify the mapping from genotype to phenotype, which then implicitly defines the sex-determination coefficients $\sigma_K$.

```plaintext
GetEquationS[Genotype_List, fractionFemale_] := Module[{K = Subsets[S], lhs = 1, i}, Do[lhs = (GetMoment[K[[i]], Genotype, S] - D_1[K[[i]]]), {i, 1, Length[K]}]; (lhs /. ExpandIntersexualAssociations /. subsReferenceValues /. Linearize /.
{\varepsilon_v \to 0, \varepsilon_s \to 0}) = fractionFemale / Q ]
```

For example, the following equation accounts for the fact that $XYZZ$ individuals develop as males:

$$1 + \frac{\sigma[0, 1, 0, 0]}{2} = 0$$

Similar equations for the other genotypes constrain the values of the sex-determination coefficients and the sex ratio $Q$. The solutions for the $\sigma_K$ that involve only ancestral sex-determination positions are calculated as
The sex-determination coefficients for the mutant allele are solved as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_{s_1} &\rightarrow -1 \\
\sigma_{s_1, s_2} &\rightarrow 2 \\
\sigma_{s_1, s_2} &\rightarrow -2 \\
Q &\rightarrow \frac{1}{2}
\end{align*}
\]

The sex-determination coefficients for the mutant allele are solved as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_{s_2} &\rightarrow 1 \\
\sigma_{s_2} &\rightarrow 1 \\
\sigma_{s_1, s_2} &\rightarrow 1 \\
\sigma_{s_1, s_2} &\rightarrow 1 \\
\sigma_{s_1, s_2} &\rightarrow 2 \\
\sigma_{s_1, s_2} &\rightarrow 2 \\
\sigma_{s_1, s_2} &\rightarrow -2 \\
\sigma_{s_1, s_2} &\rightarrow -2
\end{align*}
\]

We do not need to make assumptions on the sex of individuals that are homozygous for \( W \); if \( W \) is dominant, such individuals are never created. As a result, some sex-determination coefficients remain unresolved (e.g., \( \sigma_{s_1, s_2} \)), but these do not appear in our final results.

The procedure \texttt{SexDetermination} expresses associations in male and female juveniles after sex-determination in terms of associations at the zygote stage.

\[
\text{SexDetermination} = \{
\begin{align*}
\text{Df}_2[\text{K}_\text{List}] &\mapsto \\
\text{Module}[\{\text{L} = \text{Subsets}[8], \text{sum} = \text{D}_1[\text{K}], i\}, \\
\text{Do}[\text{sum} += \sigma_{i} \text{ (RemoveRepeatedPositions}[\text{D}_1[\text{K}], \text{D}_1[\text{L}[i]])] - \\
\text{D}_1[\text{K}], D_1[\text{L}[i]], \{i, 1, \text{Length}[\text{L}]\}]]; \\
\text{sum} /\text{. ExpandIntersexualAssociations} /\text{. subsReferenceValues} /\text{. subsResCoeffs} /\text{. subsMutCoeffs}], \\
\text{}\text{Dm}_2[\text{K}_\text{List}] &\mapsto \\
\text{Module}[\{\text{L} = \text{Subsets}[8], \text{sum} = \text{D}_1[\text{K}], i\}, \\
\text{Do}[\text{sum} -= \sigma_{i} \text{ (RemoveRepeatedPositions}[\text{D}_1[\text{K}], \text{D}_1[\text{L}[i]])] - \\
\text{D}_1[\text{K}], D_1[\text{L}[i]], \{i, 1, \text{Length}[\text{L}]\}]]; \\
\text{sum} /\text{. ExpandIntersexualAssociations} /\text{. subsReferenceValues} /\text{. subsResCoeffs} /\text{. subsMutCoeffs}]
\end{align*}
\]

The resulting expressions are already quite complicated. The following example shows the change of the frequency of allele \( Y \) in males due to sex determination:
The result simplifies after linearization, and we find the expected result of a value that is close to $1/2$ in the absence of the $W$ allele, from the frequency of $Y$ at the sex chromosome that is inherited from the father changes by $1/2$. These two procedures relate the viability of a male or female juvenile to its genotype. The relationship is expressed in terms of $v_f$ and $v_m$. The solution of the resulting system of linear equations is given by

$$\text{Series}[\text{Dm}2[\{s_{1m}\}]] / . \text{SexDetermination} / . \text{Linearize} / . \{\epsilon_v \rightarrow 0\}, \{\epsilon_v, 0, 1\}$$

Viability selection procedures

These two procedures relate the viability of a male or female juvenile to its genotype. The relationship is expressed in terms of viability-selection coefficients $\alpha_k$, which measure the strength of selection on the positions in $k$. Throughout, we assume that selection is weak, allowing us to truncate these expressions at first order in $\epsilon_v$.

For example, to specify that heterozygote females have fitness $1 + h_2 \nu_f$, we write

$$\text{GetEquationAfemale}[\text{Genotype_List}, \text{selectionCoeff_}] :=$$

$$\text{Module}[\{k = \text{Subsets}[A], \text{lhs} = 1, i\},$$

$$\text{Do}[\text{lhs} \leftrightarrow \epsilon_v \alpha[k[[i]]]/\{k_{-sex \rightarrow sex}.t\} \right.$$

$$\left.\text{GetMoment}[\text{K}[[i]], \text{Genotype}, A] - \text{Dm}2[\text{K}[[i]]]], \{i, 1, \text{Length}[\text{K}]]\};$$

$$\text{GetEquationAfemale}[\text{Genotype_List}, \text{selectionCoeff_}] :=$$

$$\text{Module}[\{k = \text{Subsets}[A], \text{lhs} = 1, i\},$$

$$\text{Do}[\text{lhs} \leftrightarrow \epsilon_v \alpha[k[[i]]]/\{k_{-sex \rightarrow sex}.n\} \right.$$

$$\left.\text{GetMoment}[\text{K}[[i]], \text{Genotype}, A] - \text{Dm}2[\text{K}[[i]]]], \{i, 1, \text{Length}[\text{K}]]\};$$

The values of the selection coefficients $\alpha_k$ and the mean fitness in males and females are defined by additional equations for the other genotypes. The solution of the resulting system of linear equations is given by
subCoeffA = First[Solve[
    
    GetEquationAfemale[{0, 0}, 0],
    GetEquationAfemale[{0, 1}, h f v f],
    GetEquationAfemale[{1, 0}, h f v f],
    GetEquationAfemale[{1, 1}, v f],
    GetEquationAmale[{0, 0}, 0],
    GetEquationAmale[{0, 1}, h n v n],
    GetEquationAmale[{1, 0}, h n v n],
    GetEquationAmale[{1, 1}, v n},
    \{a_{i(\ell), \ell}, a_{i(m), \ell}, a_{i(\ell, m), \ell}, a_{i(\ell, m), m}, v f, v n\}]];
DeleteCases[subCoeffA, _ -> _] // ColumnForm

The procedure ViabilitySelection expresses associations in adults after viability selection in terms of associations at the juvenile stage.

ViabilitySelection[\{ \}

Df3[K_List] \[Rule] Module[\{L = Subsets[A], sum = Df3[K], i\},
    Do[sum += \sum_{e_{i(i)}} a_{e_{i(\ell)}} / \{l_{ass - seq}, \ell\} (RemoveRepeatedPositions[Df3[K],
        Df2[L[[1]]] - Df2[K] Df3[L[[1]]]), \{i, l, Length[L]\}];
    sum /. subsReferenceValues],
Dm3[K_List] \[Rule] Module[\{L = Subsets[A], sum = Dm3[K], i\},
    Do[sum += \sum_{e_{i(i)}} a_{e_{i(\ell)}} / \{l_{ass - seq}, \ell\} (RemoveRepeatedPositions[
        Dm3[K], Dm2[L[[1]]] - Dm2[K] Dm3[L[[1]]]), \{i, l, Length[L]\}];
    sum /. subsReferenceValues];

Transmission and the change of reference values

The procedure getTransmissionCoefficient calculates the probability that a set of positions K ends up in a single gamete. These probabilities are dependent on the order of the genes on the chromosome, and below, we will consider different cases.

getTransmissionCoefficient[K_List] := Module[\{i = 1, j, t = 1/2, r = 0, L\},
    If[Length[K] == 0, Return[1]];  
    While[! MemberQ[K, geneOrder[[i]]], i++];
    j = i + 1;
    While[j \[LessEqual] Length[geneOrder],
        t *= If[Count[L, _] == 1, r, 1 - r];
        j++;]
    Return[Simplify[t]];]
Since the reference values are not equal for all positions at a single locus, the associations have to be adjusted to the reference values after the transmission event. This is done by the procedure \texttt{getAdjustedAssociation}.

\begin{verbatim}
getAdjustedAssociation[K_List, isFemale_] := Module[
  {L = Subsets[K], M, Mc, i, j, sum = 0, product},
  Do[
    M = L[[i]]; Mc = Sort[Complement[K, M]]; product = 1;
    Do[product *= (\[Phi][M[[j]]] - \[Phi][isFemale, M[[j]]]/(\[Phi]c \[Phi]m[[j]])/{\[Phi]c \[Phi]m[[j]]})),
      {j, 1, Length[M]}];
    sum += product If[isFemale, Df[[j]], Dm[[j]]],
    {i, 1, Length[L]}];
  sum /. subsReferenceValues]
\end{verbatim}

The procedure \texttt{Transmission} expresses the association in the new generation of zygotes after transmission in terms of the associations in the adults of the parental generation.

\begin{verbatim}
Transmission = D4[K_List] :=
Module[{Kf = DeleteCases[K, _],
    Km = DeleteCases[K, _], Lf, Lm, sumFemale = 0, sumMale = 0},
  Lf = Tuples[Kf /. {locus -> {locusf, locusm}}];
  Lm = Tuples[Km /. {locus -> {locusf, locusm}}];
  Do[sumFemale += getTransmissionCoefficient[Lf[[i]]
      getAdjustedAssociation[Lf[[i]], True], {i, 1, Length[Lf]}];
    Do[sumMale += getTransmissionCoefficient[Lm[[i]]
      getAdjustedAssociation[Lm[[i]], False], {i, 1, Length[Lm]}]);
  sumFemale * sumMale];
\end{verbatim}

The reference values have to be updated at the end of the generation. A change of reference values changes the associations. The procedure \texttt{ChangeReferenceValues} expresses the associations in zygotes after the change of reference values in terms of associations before the change.

\begin{verbatim}
ChangeReferenceValues = D5[K_List] :=
Module[{L = Subsets[K], M, Mc, i, j, sum = 0, product},
  Do[
    M = L[[i]]; Mc = Sort[Complement[K, M]]; product = 1;
    Do[product *= -D4[{{M[[j]]}}], {j, 1, Length[M]}];
    sum += product D4[Mc],
    {i, 1, Length[L]}];
  sum /. subsReferenceValues];
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{Complete lifecycle including mutation}

By concatenating the procedures for transmission, viability selection and sex determination, we map the associations at the zygote stage from one generation to the next.

\begin{verbatim}
LifeCycle =
\end{verbatim}

In the final step of our preparatory work, we include mutation to the processes that affect the change of allele frequencies and associations. Mutation occurs only at the sex-antagonistic locus. The rate of mutation is scaled by \(\varepsilon_p\), where \(\varepsilon_p\) is again an order-of-magnitude parameter that will be used later on to linearize the results for small mutation rates.
GetFrequencyChange[k_\_1; k = a, orderA_List, orderW_List] :=
Module[{f = \rho_k + D_k[[\{k_\_1\}]], \Delta f},
\Delta f = f (1 - e_a e_{a_\_1} \mu_1) + (1 - f) e_a e_{a_\_1} \mu_0 - \rho_k / . subssReferenceValues;
Series[\Delta f /. LifeCycle /. Linearize, orderW, orderA] //
FullSimplify // Normal]

GetFrequencyChange[k_\_1; Or[k = s1, k = s2], orderA_List, orderW_List] :=
Series[D_k[[\{k\_1\}]] /. LifeCycle /. Linearize, orderW, orderA] // FullSimplify //
Normal

GetAssociationChange[K_List, orderA_List, orderW_List] :=
Series[D_k \[K\] (1 - e_a e_{a_\_1} \mu_0 - e_a e_{a_\_1} \mu_1)^\text{count[K,a_\_1]} - D_k \[K\] /. LifeCycle /. Linearize,
orderW, orderA] // FullSimplify // Normal

3. QLE APPROXIMATION - RESULTS FOR LOOSE LINKAGE

Parameters

In this section, we consider a sex-antagonistic locus that is located between the two sex-determination loci. The results for this scenario are general if there are no epistatic interactions between the sex factors. In that case, the recombination rate between the sex-factors does not enter in any of equations, implying that the precise order of the genes on the chromosome is irrelevant.

geneOrder = \{s1, a, s2\}
{s1, a, s2}
recombinationRate = \{r_{s1,a}, r_{a,s2}\}
\{r_{s1,a}, r_{a,s2}\}

Sex-ratio selection

We start with a number of consistency checks. In the absence of the modifier allele, the ancestral sex-determination alleles should be at their equilibrium frequencies.

GetFrequencyChange[s1\_\_1, \{e_\_0, 0, 0\}, \{e_\_w, 0, 0\}] = 0

GetFrequencyChange[s1\_\_1, \{e_\_0, 0, 0\}, \{e_\_w, 0, 0\}] = 0

In the absence of sex-antagonistic selection (e_\_0 \rightarrow 0), the novel sex-determination allele is neutral. Its frequency should then neither increase nor decrease.

\[\Delta w = GetFrequencyChange[s2\_\_1, \{e_\_a, 0, 0\}, \{e_\_w, 0, 1\}]\]

We proceed by calculating the change of the genetical association between the sex-determination loci in females.

\[\Delta w_{y_\_1} = GetAssociationChange[\{s1\_\_1, s2\_\_1\}, \{e_\_0, 0, 0\}, \{e_\_w, 0, 1\}]\]

An equilibrium that maintains an equal sex ratio is attained for the following value of the association:

solution\[Dw_{y_\_1} = Solve[\Delta w_{y_\_1} = 0, Dw[\{s1\_\_1, s2\_\_1\}]] // Flatten // FullSimplify\]

[Dw[\{s1\_\_1, s2\_\_1\}] \rightarrow 1]
Sex-antagonistic selection

- Frequencies of sex-antagonistic alleles and associations with the ancestral sex determination locus

Recurrence relations for the sex-antagonistic allele frequencies are given by

$$\Delta p_{f} = \text{GetFrequencyChange}[a_{f}, \{e_{a}, 0, 1\}, \{e_{w}, 0, 0\}]$$

$$= \frac{1}{2} (p_{f} + p_{n} - 2 D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]] +$$

$$\frac{1}{2} e_{o} (2 e_{u} (\mu_{0} - \{e_{u}, (\mu_{0} + \mu_{1}) + \alpha(1, \mu_{1}) (-1 + p_{n} - 2 D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]])) +$$

$$p_{n} - 2 D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]] - p_{f}^{2} (\alpha(1, \mu_{1}) - 2 \alpha(1, \mu_{1}, \mu_{1}) D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]] +$$

$$p_{f} (\alpha(1, \mu_{1}) - 2 \alpha(1, \mu_{1}, \mu_{1}) D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]] - 2 D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]])) +$$

$$\Delta p_{m} = \text{GetFrequencyChange}[a_{m}, \{e_{a}, 0, 1\}, \{e_{w}, 0, 0\}]$$

$$= \frac{1}{2} (p_{f} - p_{n}) + D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]] + \frac{1}{2} e_{o} (-p_{f}^{2} (\alpha(1, \mu_{1}, \mu_{1}) D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]] +$$

$$p_{f} (\alpha(1, \mu_{1}) - e_{u} (\mu_{0} + \mu_{1}) + 2 \alpha(1, \mu_{1}, \mu_{1}) D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]] - (p_{n} + 2 D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]])) +$$

$$\Delta D y_{n} = \text{GetAssociationChange}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}], \{e_{a}, 0, 1\}, \{e_{w}, 0, 0\}]$$

$$= \frac{1}{4} (p_{f} - p_{n} (-1 + 2 r_{(a, s)})) - 2 (1 + 2 r_{(a, s)}) D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]] +$$

$$\frac{1}{4} e_{o} (-p_{f}^{2} (-1 + 2 r_{(a, s)}) (\alpha(1, \mu_{1}, \mu_{1}) + 2 \alpha(1, \mu_{1}, \mu_{1}) D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]] +$$

$$p_{f} (\alpha(1, \mu_{1}) - e_{u} (\mu_{0} + \mu_{1}) + 2 \alpha(1, \mu_{1}, \mu_{1}) D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]])) +$$

$$\Delta D y_{n} = \frac{1}{4} (p_{f} - p_{n} (-1 + 2 r_{(a, s)})) - 2 (1 + 2 r_{(a, s)}) D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]] +$$

$$\Delta D y_{n} = \frac{1}{4} (p_{f} - p_{n} (-1 + 2 r_{(a, s)})) - 2 (1 + 2 r_{(a, s)}) D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]] +$$

If recombination between a and s occurs frequently then the difference between allele frequencies in male and female gametes will be small. Accordingly, $p_{f}$ and $p_{n}$ can be expressed in terms of an average allele frequency $\tilde{p}$ and a sex-specific deviation from the mean that is related to the association between sex-of-origin and the sex-antagonistic allele.

$$(\text{varSubs} = (p_{f} \rightarrow \tilde{p} + 2 e_{a} D_{0}[[a, \text{sex}]], p_{n} \rightarrow \tilde{p} - 2 e_{a} D_{0}[[a, \text{sex}]])) // \text{ColumnForm}$$

$p_{f} \rightarrow \tilde{p} + 2 e_{a} D_{0}[[a, \text{sex}]]$

$p_{n} \rightarrow \tilde{p} - 2 e_{a} D_{0}[[a, \text{sex}]]$

If the difference between $p_{f}$ and $p_{n}$ is small, then also the association between a and s will be small. Indeed, the leading order term in the expansion of this association is of order $e_{o}:

$$\text{Solve}[[0 = \Delta D y_{n} /. \text{varSubs} /. \{e_{a} \rightarrow 0\}, D_{0}[[a_{n}, s l_{n}]]] / \text{First}$$

To leading order in $e_{o}$, the selection coefficients reduce to the average effects of allele substitution.

```

definitionCoeffSimple =
{
  \[ \vec{v} \rightarrow \tilde{p} (1 - \tilde{p}), \]
  \[ \alpha_{e} \rightarrow \vec{v} (h_{e} + \tilde{p} (1 - 2 h_{e})), \]
  \[ \alpha_{a} \rightarrow \vec{v} (h_{a} + \tilde{p} (1 - 2 h_{a})). \]
};
```

Up to leading order in $e_{o}$, the selection coefficients reduce to the average effects of allele substitution.
Previous results are used to simplify the expressions. The equation is complicated and difficult to interpret without simplification. The simplified recurrence equations are given by

\[
s_{\text{coeffSimple}} = \text{Join[}
\{D_0[[a_n, s1n]] \rightarrow 0, \a{\text{sex}} \rightarrow \a{\text{sex}}, \a{\text{sex}} \rightarrow \a{\text{sex}}, \a{\text{sex}} \rightarrow \a{\text{sex}}, \a{\text{sex}} \rightarrow \a{\text{sex}}\}, \text{varSubs}];
\]

The equilibrium solution for the associations is

\[
(s_{\text{solutionDyp}} = \text{Solve}[[\text{simpleDyp} = 0, \text{simpleAp} = \text{simpleAp} = 0],
\{D_0[[a_n, s1n]], D_0[[a_n, s1n]]\}] / \text{Flatten} / \text{FullSimplify}) / \text{ColumnForm}
\]

\[
D_0[[a_n, s1n]] \rightarrow \frac{\sqrt{1 + 2 r_{s1n}}}{\sqrt{1 + 2 r_{s1n}}} (\alpha_{\text{sex}} - \alpha_{\text{sex}})
\]

\[
D_0[[a_n, s1n]] \rightarrow \frac{\sqrt{1 + 2 r_{s1n}}}{\sqrt{1 + 2 r_{s1n}}} (\alpha_{\text{sex}} - \alpha_{\text{sex}})
\]

- Associates with the novel determination locus

In the final step of the analysis for weak linkage, we need to calculate the associations between the sex-antagonistic locus and the novel sex-determination factor. The equation is complicated and difficult to interpret without simplification.

\[
s_{\text{solutionDyp}} = \text{GetAssociationChange}[[a_{\text{sex}}, s2t], \{e_{\text{sex}}, 0, 1\}, \{e_{\text{sex}}, 0, 1\}];
\]

All associations involving \(s2\) and \(a\) are of the order \(e_{\text{sex}}\), when linkage is weak, and the lowest order terms in the expansion of these associations vanish.

\[
(s_{\text{solutionDyp}} = \text{Solve}[[\text{simpleDyp} = 0, \text{simpleAp} = \text{simpleAp} = 0],
\{D_0[[a_{\text{sex}}, s2t]], D_0[[a_{\text{sex}}, s2t]]\}] / \text{Flatten} / \text{FullSimplify}) / \text{ColumnForm}
\]

Previous results are used to simplify the expressions.

\[
s_{\text{coeffSimple}} = \text{Join}[s_{\text{coeffSimple}}, s_{\text{solutionDyp}}];
\]

\[
s_{\text{previousResults}} := \text{eq} \rightarrow (\text{eq} / \text{subsCoeffSimple} / \text{solutionDyp} / \text{solutionDyp})
\]
\[ \text{solutionDwp} = \text{Join}[\text{solutionDwp}, \]
\[ \text{Solve}[0 == \text{Series}[\Delta\text{Dwp}_t \/. \text{subsPreviousResults}, \{\epsilon_s, 0, 1\}], \]
\[ \text{D_w}[[\{a_t, s2_t\}]]][[1]]] // \text{FullSimplify} // \text{ColumnForm} \]

\[ \text{D_w}[[\{a_t, s2_t\}]] \rightarrow 0 \]
\[ \text{D_w}[[\{a_t, s2_t\}]] \rightarrow -\frac{\sqrt{\text{\(\gamma\)} (s_{a,s2}) - 2 (1 + \frac{\gamma (s_{a,s2})}{\gamma (s_{s1,a})}) (\alpha_f - \alpha_s)}}{2} \]

**Indirect selection on the modifier**

Using the previous QLE solutions for the associations, the geometric rate of increase of the modifier allele frequency is calculated as

\[ \text{finalResultWeakLinkage} = \frac{\text{GetFrequencyChange}[s2_t, \{\epsilon_s, 0, 2\}, \{\epsilon_s, 0, 1\}]}{2 \epsilon_w} \cdot \text{solutionDwp} // \text{FullSimplify} \]

This expression is identical to equation (3) in the main text.

**4. APPROXIMATIONS FOR TIGHT LINKAGE**

If linkage between loci is tight, the allele-frequency differences between males and females can become large, as can the associations between sex-antagonistic alleles and the sex-determination factors. For tight linkage we can therefore no longer use the linearization and simplification techniques that we used for the loose-linkage case. Instead, we develop population-genetic recursions for the allele frequencies of the sex-antagonistic allele in the different types of gametes that contain a mutant allele. The recursions are then applied to calculate the fitness of a \(W\) allele (1) with a sex-antagonistic locus tightly linked to the new sex-determining gene, (2) with a sex-antagonistic locus tightly linked to the ancestral sex-determining gene, and (3) during a homologous transition.

**Transition matrices and population-genetic recursions**

The state variables of our model are the frequencies of the different types of gametes that contain a mutant allele. Mutant alleles can occur in gametes together with a \(x\)- or \(y\)-chromosome and they can occur with either one of the sex-antagonistic alleles. Mutant alleles are always maternally inherited. Accordingly, four variables are required to keep track of the genetic state of the mutant population. Let \(g_t\) be the state vector of the mutant population at time \(t\). Our aim is to derive a linear recurrence equation \(g_{t+1} = Tg_t\) that describes the growth of the mutant population when the mutant allele is rare. We write the vector \(g_t\) of mutant gamete frequencies as

\[ g_t = \begin{pmatrix} \psi(WX0) \\ \psi(WX1) \\ \psi(WY0) \\ \psi(WY1) \end{pmatrix} \]

where \(\psi(WX0)\) is the frequency in generation \(t\) of female gametes carrying the mutant allele \(W\), an \(x\)-chromosome, and allele 0 at the sex-antagonistic locus \(a\). The frequencies of other gamete types follows similarly. To construct the matrix \(T\), we proceed in steps through the life cycle: fusion of gametes to produce female juveniles, viability selection on juveniles to produce adults, meiosis to produce unmutated haploid gametes, and finally mutation at the sex antagonistic locus to give mutated gametes.

- **Fusion of gametes**

In the first step, we map the frequencies of genotypes in gametes to those in zygotes. The zygote genotypes are divided into two classes, depending on whether or not the gamete from the resident parent contained a \(y\)-chromosome or not. The vector of frequencies for zygotes that inherited an \(x\)-chromosome from their nonmutant parent is written
\[
\mathbf{z}_x = \begin{pmatrix}
\psi(\mathcal{X} X_0 / W X_0) \\
\psi(\mathcal{X} X_1 / W X_0) \\
\psi(\mathcal{X} X_0 / W X_1) \\
\psi(\mathcal{X} X_1 / W X_1) \\
\psi(\mathcal{X} X_0 / W Y_0) \\
\psi(\mathcal{X} X_1 / W Y_0) \\
\psi(\mathcal{X} X_0 / W Y_1) \\
\psi(\mathcal{X} X_1 / W Y_1)
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where \( \psi(\mathcal{X} X_0 / W X_0) \) is the frequency of zygotes that inherited the haplotype \( \mathcal{X} X_0 \) from one parent and \( W X_0 \) from the other; the other zygote frequencies are denoted similarly. Then

\[
\mathbf{z}_x = \mathbf{G}_x \mathbf{g}_x
\]

where the matrix \( \mathbf{G}_x \) is defined as

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 - p_{x_n} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
p_{x_n} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 - p_{x_n} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & p_{x_n} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 - p_{x_n} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & p_{x_n} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 - p_{x_n} \\
0 & 0 & 0 & p_{x_n}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

The second class of zygotes are those that inherited a y-chromosome from their resident parent. The vector of their frequencies is:

\[
\mathbf{z}_y = \begin{pmatrix}
\psi(\mathcal{Y} Y_0 / W X_0) \\
\psi(\mathcal{Y} Y_1 / W X_0) \\
\psi(\mathcal{Y} Y_0 / W X_1) \\
\psi(\mathcal{Y} Y_1 / W X_1) \\
\psi(\mathcal{Y} Y_0 / W Y_0) \\
\psi(\mathcal{Y} Y_1 / W Y_0) \\
\psi(\mathcal{Y} Y_0 / W Y_1) \\
\psi(\mathcal{Y} Y_1 / W Y_1)
\end{pmatrix} = \mathbf{G}_y \mathbf{g}_y
\]

where matrix \( \mathbf{G}_y \) is given by

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 - p_{y_r} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
p_{y_r} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 - p_{y_r} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & p_{y_r} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 - p_{y_r} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & p_{y_r} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 - p_{y_r} \\
0 & 0 & 0 & p_{y_r}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Viability selection acts on juveniles to produce surviving adults. The vectors of genotype frequencies for adult females that carry an x- or y-chromosome from the nonmutant parent are

\[
a_{i_x} = \mathbf{A}_x \mathbf{z}_x, \quad a_{i_y} = \mathbf{A}_y \mathbf{z}_y
\]
where $A_f$ is a diagonal matrix with the viabilities of female genotypes:

$$A_f = \text{DiagonalMatrix}\{\{1, 1 + h_f v_f e_o, 1 + h_f v_f e_o, 1 + v_f e_o, 1, 1 + h_f v_f e_o, 1 + h_f v_f e_o, 1 + v_f e_o\}/(1 + \tilde{e}_v)\} / \text{MatrixForm}$$

- **Formation of gametes**

  The next step is meiosis, which produces unmutated haploid gametes. The vector of gamete frequencies produced by females is written $h_f$, with elements corresponding to the first four elements of the vector $g_t$ defined earlier:

  $$h_f = R_X a_r + R_Y a_i,$$

  The matrices $R_X$ and $R_Y$ account for recombination, and are calculated by the following procedures:

  indexY[i_Integer] := Mod[Quotient[i, 4], 2];
  recombinationCoeff[i_Integer, j_Integer] := Module[{YfromResidentGamete = indexY[i], AfromMutantGamete = Mod[Quotient[i, 2], 2], AfromResidentGamete = Mod[i, 2], Yoffspring = Quotient[j, 2], Aoffspring = Mod[j, 2], I = parentAllele, offspringAllele = Module[{parentAllele, offspringAllele = (1 - parentAllele) (1 - offspringAllele); getTransmissionCoefficient[am, sl, s2]}]
  I[YfromMutantGamete, Yoffspring] I[AfromMutantGamete, Aoffspring] +
  getTransmissionCoefficient[am, sl, s2]}]
  I[YfromMutantGamete, Yoffspring] I[AfromResidentGamete, Aoffspring] +
  getTransmissionCoefficient[am, sl, s2]}]
  I[YfromResidentGamete, Yoffspring] I[AfromMutantGamete, Aoffspring] +
  getTransmissionCoefficient[am, sl, s2]}]
  I[YfromResidentGamete, Yoffspring] I[AfromResidentGamete, Aoffspring] +
  getTransmissionCoefficient[am, sl, s2]}]
  I[YfromResidentGamete, Yoffspring] I[AfromMutantGamete, Aoffspring] +
  getTransmissionCoefficient[am, sl, s2]}] I[YfromResidentGamete, Yoffspring] I[AfromResidentGamete, Aoffspring] // FullSimplify

  $R_X = \text{Table}[\text{recombinationCoeff[i, 0, j], \{j, 0, 3\}, \{i, 0, 7\}]]$;
  $R_Y = \text{Table}[\text{recombinationCoeff[i, 1, j], \{j, 0, 3\}, \{i, 0, 7\}]]$;

- **Mutation**

  The final step to complete the life cycle is mutation at the sex-antagonistic locus, which then gives us the gamete frequencies in generation $t+1$:

  $$g_{t+1} = U h_f,$$

  where the matrix $U$ is
The association between the sex-antagonistic locus and the novel sex-determination locus depends on the difference between the sex-antagonistic alleles in the haplotypes that feature the mutant sex-determination allele. The frequency of large difference in allele frequencies between the haplotypes with the modifier allele and those without. The frequency of sex-antagonistic alleles in the haplotypes that feature the mutant sex-determination allele \( W \) will be denoted as \( p_W \).

\[
\begin{align*}
(U = \{(1 - \mu_0 \epsilon_\mu, \mu_1 \epsilon_\mu, 0, 0), &\quad \{\mu_0 \epsilon_\mu, 1 - \mu_1 \epsilon_\mu, 0, 0\}, \\
\{0, 0, 1 - \mu_0 \epsilon_\mu, \mu_1 \epsilon_\mu\}, &\quad \{0, 0, \mu_0 \epsilon_\mu, 1 - \mu_1 \epsilon_\mu\}\}) // \text{MatrixForm}
\end{align*}
\]

Putting these results together gives us a linear recursion equation for the vector of gamete frequencies:

\[
g_{n+1} = T g_n
\]

where the transition matrix \( T \) is:

\[
T = U \cdot (R_x \cdot A_\epsilon \cdot G_x + R_y \cdot A_\epsilon \cdot G_y);
\]

**Scenario 1: tight linkage between the sex-antagonistic locus and the novel sex-determination gene**

The linkage between the ancestral sex-antagonistic locus and the novel sex-determination locus is tight if the recombination rate between \( s_2 \) and \( a \) is of the same order of magnitude as the selection coefficients.

\[
tightLinkage1 = \{r_{(s_2, a)} \rightarrow e_\epsilon \tilde{F}_{(s_2, a)}\}
\]

In that case, the frequencies of the sex-antagonistic alleles will not differ much between \( x \)- and \( y \)-chromosomes, but there could be large difference in allele frequencies between the haplotypes with the modifier allele and those without. The frequency of sex-antagonistic alleles in the haplotypes that feature the mutant sex-determination allele \( W \) will be denoted as \( p_W \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\{\text{varSubs1} = \{p_{x_2} \rightarrow \tilde{p} + \epsilon_\epsilon \epsilon_\epsilon, &\quad p_{x_a} \rightarrow \tilde{p} + \epsilon_\epsilon \epsilon_\epsilon, \quad p_\epsilon x \rightarrow \tilde{p} + \epsilon_\epsilon \epsilon_\epsilon\}\} // \text{ColumnForm}
\end{align*}
\]

The association between the sex-antagonistic locus and the novel sex-determination locus depends on the difference between the allele frequencies \( \tilde{p} \) and \( p_W \). The exact relationship can be found from the definition for the association. For example,

\[
\begin{align*}
D([a_t, s_2]) &= w_t p_W (1 - w_t) (1 - p_t) + (1 - w_t) p_t (1 - w_t) (1 - p_t) + \\
w_t (1 - p_W) (1 - w_t) (-p_t) + (1 - w_t) (1 - p_t) (-w_t) (-p_t) = w_t (1 - w_t) (p_W - p_t) \approx 2 w (p_W - \tilde{p})
\end{align*}
\]

where \( p_W \) is the frequency of allele \( A \) among haplotypes with a \( W \) allele. The approximation in the final step follows after the substitution of previous results:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{subsDwp1} = \{D_w [[a_t, s_2]] \rightarrow &\quad \frac{1}{\epsilon_\epsilon} \text{Normal[Series}([p_W - p_x] w_x (1 - w_x). \text{Linearize,} [\epsilon_\epsilon, 0, 1])]} / . \\
\text{solutionDwy} / . \text{varSubs1} / . \{\epsilon_\epsilon \rightarrow 0\} // \text{FullSimplify}
\end{align*}
\]

The following substitutions help to simplify the equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{subsCoeffSimple} = &\quad \text{Join}[
\{D_0 [[a_m, s_2]] \rightarrow 0, \\
a_{(t, e)} &\rightarrow a_x, \\
a_{(o, e)} &\rightarrow a_x, \\
a_{(e, o)} &\rightarrow a_m, \\
a_{(o, o)} &\rightarrow a_o \\
\}, \text{varSubs}];
\end{align*}
\]

The invasion fitness is calculated as
We now proceed to derive an expression for $p_W$. The value of $p_W$ can be derived from the stable genotype distribution in the mutant population.

$$
\Delta p_w =
\text{Series}\left[\{0, 1, 0, 1\}.T.\{1 - p_w, p_w, 1 - p_w, p_w\} - p_w \right] / \text{varSubsl} / \text{tightLinkagel},
\{\epsilon_a, 0, 1\}.T.\{1 - p_w, p_w, 1 - p_w, p_w\} - (p_w - \bar{p}) \epsilon_{(a, s_2)}$$

The recurrence relation can be written more concisely as

$$
\text{simple}\Delta p_w = \epsilon_a \alpha_a \nu_a + \epsilon_s \nu_s \left(\mu_0 (1 - p_w) - \mu_1 p_w\right) - \epsilon_s \nu_s (p_w - \bar{p}) \epsilon_{(a, s_2)}
$$

$$
- (p_w - \bar{p}) \nu_{(a, s_2)} + \nu_a \alpha_a \epsilon_a + \epsilon_s \nu_s \left((1 - p_w) \mu_0 - \mu_1 p_w\right)
$$

check = $\Delta p_w - \text{simple}\Delta p_w$ / / definitionCoeffSimple / / vsW / / \text{tightLinkagel} // Simplify

0

The equilibrium solution for $p_W$ is substituted into the expression for the invasion fitness, yielding

$$
\lambda\text{TightLinkagel} = \lambda\text{TightLinkagel} / .\{p_w \rightarrow \Delta + \bar{p}\} / .\text{Flatten}[\text{Solve}\{0 = \text{simple}\Delta p_w / .\{p_w \rightarrow \Delta + \bar{p}, \Delta\}\}] / \text{FullSimplify}
$$

$$
\alpha_a \epsilon_a^2 \nu_a \alpha_a + \epsilon_s \nu_s \left(\mu_0 (1 - p_w) - \mu_1 p_w\right)
\nu_{(a, s_2)} + \epsilon_s \nu_s \left((1 - p_w) \mu_0 - \mu_1 p_w\right)
\alpha_a \left(\nu_a (a - \alpha_a) + (\nu_a - \nu_s) (\alpha_a + \alpha_s)\right) \alpha_a
\nu_{(a, s_2)} + \epsilon_s \nu_s \left((\mu_0 + \mu_1)\right)
\epsilon_s \nu_s \left((\mu_0 + \mu_1)\right)
$$

The average allele frequency $\bar{p}$ is set by selection and mutation. The balance between these evolutionary forces is reflected in the recursion for $\bar{p}$ that was derived earlier

$$
\text{simple}\Delta pAvg
$$

$$
\epsilon_a \nu_a (\alpha_a + \alpha_a) - 2 \epsilon_s \nu_s \left((-1 + \bar{p}) \mu_0 + \mu_1\right)
$$

We use the equilibrium condition for this recursion to eliminate the mutation term in the numerator of the invasion fitness. The end result (equation 5 in the main text) is given by

$$
\text{finalResultTightLinkagel} = \epsilon_a^2 \nu_a (\alpha_a - \alpha_a) + (\nu_a - \nu_s) (\alpha_a + \alpha_s) \alpha_a
\nu_{(a, s_2)} + \epsilon_s \nu_s \left((\mu_0 + \mu_1)\right)
\alpha_a \left(\nu_a (a - \alpha_a) + (\nu_a - \nu_s) (\alpha_a + \alpha_s)\right) \epsilon_a^2
\nu_{(a, s_2)} + \epsilon_s \nu_s \left((\mu_0 + \mu_1)\right)
$$

check = \text{finalResultTightLinkagel} - \lambda\text{TightLinkagel} / .\text{Flatten}[\text{Solve}[\text{simple}\Delta pAvg = 0, \bar{p}]] / \text{FullSimplify}

0

Scenario 2: a sex-antagonistic locus that is closely linked to the ancestral sex-determination gene

The linkage between the ancestral sex-antagonistic locus and the ancestral sex-determination locus is tight if the recombination rate between $s_2$ and $a$ is of the same order of magnitude as the selection coefficients.

$$
\text{tightLinkage2} = \{\epsilon_{(x, s_1)} \rightarrow \epsilon a \bar{F}_{(x, s_1)}\}
\{\epsilon_{(x, s_1)} \rightarrow \epsilon x \bar{F}_{(x, s_1)}\}
$$

Tight linkage with the ancestral sex-determination locus can result in significant differences in the frequencies of sex-antagonistic alleles between the $X$ and the $Y$-chromosome. Within the haplotypes that contain an $X$ allele and within those that contain a $Y$ allele, the allele frequencies will be roughly equal, irrespective of the presence or absence of an $W$ allele. This leads us to define a
change of variables that approximates all allele frequencies in terms of the average allele frequencies on the x- and y- chromosome, \( p_X \) and \( p_Y \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{varSubs2} &= \text{Join}[\{p_{\text{wx}} \to p_X + e_a \ p_{\text{wx}}, \ p_{\text{wy}} \to p_Y + e_a \ p_{\text{wy}}\}], \\
\text{Flatten}\left[\text{Solve}\left[\left\{p_x = p_{x_{\ell}}, \ p_m = \frac{p_{x_a} + p_r}{2}, \ 3 \ p_x = 2 \ p_{x_{\ell}} + p_{x_m}\right\}\right]\right], \ X = \frac{2}{9} (p_{x_{\ell}} - p_{x_m})\right] \right]} // \text{ColumnForm}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
p_{\text{wx}} &\to p_X + e_{\text{wx}} \ e_a \\
p_{\text{wy}} &\to p_Y + e_{\text{wy}} \ e_a \\
p_{x_{\ell}} &\to \frac{1}{2} \ (2 \ p_X + 3 \ e_a \ D_a[\{a, \text{sex}\}, X]) \\
p_{x_m} &\to p_X - 3 \ e_a \ D_a[\{a, \text{sex}\}, X] \\
p_f &\to \frac{1}{2} \ (2 \ p_Y + 3 \ e_a \ D_a[\{a, \text{sex}\}, X]) \\
p_m &\to \frac{1}{2} \ (p_X + p_Y - 3 \ e_a \ D_a[\{a, \text{sex}\}, X])
\end{align*}
\]

The coefficient \( D_a[\{a, \text{sex}\}, X] \) is the association between \( a \) and sex-of-carrier (coded as 1 for females and 0 for males) on the x-chromosome. This association is calculated as

\[
D_a[\{a, \text{sex}\}, X] = \frac{2}{9} p_{x_{\ell}} (1 - \frac{2}{9})(1 - p_X) + \frac{2}{9} (1 - p_{x_{\ell}}) (1 - \frac{2}{9})(-p_X) + \frac{1}{9} p_{x_m} (-\frac{2}{9})(1 - p_X) + \frac{1}{9} (1 - p_{x_{\ell}}) (-\frac{2}{9})(-p_X)
\]

To simplify the expressions later on, we define genetic variances and selection effects specific for the x- and y-chromosome

\[
\text{definitionCoeffSimple} = \{
V_x \to p_X (1 - p_X), \ V_Y \to p_Y (1 - p_Y), \ a_{x_{\ell}} \to v_f (h_f + p_X (1 - 2 h_f)), \ a_f \to v_f (h_f + \bar{p} (1 - 2 h_f)), \ a_m \to v_n (h_m + \bar{p} (1 - 2 h_m)), \ a_{x_m} \to v_n (h_m + p_X (1 - 2 h_m)), \ a_{x_f} \to v_n (h_m + p_X (1 - 2 h_m)), \ \bar{p} \to (3 p_X + p_Y) / 4\} // \text{ColumnForm}
\]

The selection coefficients \( \alpha \) are related to the sex-chromosome specific effects of allele substitution.
The association between the sex-antagonistic locus and the novel sex-determination factor is again derived from the definition of the allele-frequency difference between x- and y-chromosome. If the allele-frequency difference is large, then it is no longer true that the lowest order term in the expansion for \( D导 \) vanishes. The association between the sex-antagonistic locus and the ancestral sex-determination factor is now calculated as

\[
\text{solutionDyp} = \text{Solve}[\{0 = \Delta Dyp_m, \text{subsCoeffSimple} /. \text{tightLinkage2}, 0 = \text{D}[\Delta Dyp_n, \text{subsCoeffSimple} /. \text{tightLinkage2}, e_n] \}, \{e_n \to 0\}, \{D_\text{m}[\{a_n, s_{1n}\}], D_\text{m}[\{a_n, s_{1n}\}]\}] / \text{Flatten} / \text{FullSimplify}
\]

The association between the sex-antagonistic locus and the novel sex-determination factor is again derived from the definition of these associations.

\[
\text{subDwp2} = \{D_\text{m}[\{a_{\ell}, s_{2\ell}\}] \to \frac{1}{e_\ell} \text{Normal}\text{Series}\left[\frac{D_\text{m}[\{sl_{\ell}, s_{2\ell}\}] - D_\text{m}[\{sl_{\ell}, s_{2\ell}\}] w_\ell - D_\text{m}[\{sl_{\ell}, s_{2\ell}\}] w_\ell}{w_\ell - \text{Pw} (1 - w_\ell)} / \text{Linearize, } \{e_\ell, 0, 1\}\right] / . \text{varSubs2} / . \{e_n \to 0\} / \text{FullSimplify}
\]

With this result, we can now derive an expression for the invasion fitness of the modifier allele.
The invasion fitness is proportional to the allele-frequency difference between x- and y-chromosomes. In order to solve for this allele-frequency difference, we derive two recurrence relations, one for the average allele frequency of sex-antagonistic alleles, one for the allele-frequency difference between the sex chromosomes.

\( \text{simple\Delta pAvg} = \) Collect[Series[\( \Delta p_x + \Delta p_y \) /. subsCoeffSimple /. solutionDyp /. tightLinkage2, \( \{e_x, 0, 1\}, \{p_x, p_y\}\)] // FullSimplify

\( \frac{1}{2} e_{x_0} (V_\gamma \alpha_x + 2 V_\lambda \alpha_{x_0} - (1 + p_\lambda) p_\lambda \alpha_{x_0} - 4 e_{\mu_x} ((-1 + p) \mu_0 + p \mu_1)) \)

\( \text{simple\Delta pDiff} = \) Collect[Series[\( \Delta p_x - \Delta p_y \) /. subsCoeffSimple /. solutionDyp /. tightLinkage2, \( \{e_x, 0, 1\}\)] // Normal // FullSimplify

\( \frac{1}{2} e_{x_0} (-3 V_\gamma \alpha_x + V_\lambda (2 \alpha_{x_0} + \alpha_{x_0}) - (p_\lambda - p_\gamma) (3 e_{\mu_x} (\mu_0 + \mu_1) + 4 \overline{r}_{(s1,a)})) \)

The latter recursion yields a solution for the difference \( p_\lambda - p_\gamma \)

\( \text{Flatten}[\text{Solve}[0 == \text{simple\Delta pDiff} /. \{p_x \to p_\gamma + \Delta\}, \{\Delta\}] /. \{\Delta \to p_\lambda - p_\gamma\} // FullSimplify \)

\( \{p_\lambda - p_\gamma \to -\frac{3 V_\gamma \alpha_x + V_\lambda (2 \alpha_{x_0} + \alpha_{x_0})}{3 e_{\mu_x} (\mu_0 + \mu_1) + 4 \overline{r}_{(s1,a)}}\} \)

Substituting this result in the expression for the invasion fitness yields a final result for this scenario (equation 7 in the main text)

\( \text{\lambdaTightLinkage2} = \) \( \text{\lambdaTightLinkage2} / . \{p_x \to p_\gamma + \Delta\} / . \)

\( \text{Flatten}[\text{Solve}[0 == \text{simple\Delta pDiff} /. \{p_x \to p_\gamma + \Delta\}, \{\Delta\}] // FullSimplify \)

\( \frac{\alpha_{e_x} (3 V_\gamma \alpha_x - V_\lambda (2 \alpha_{x_0} + \alpha_{x_0})) e_{x_0}}{3 e_{\mu_x} (\mu_0 + \mu_1) + 4 \overline{r}_{(s1,a)}} \)

\( \text{finalResultTightLinkage2} = \frac{\alpha_{e_x} (3 V_\gamma \alpha_x - V_\lambda (2 \alpha_{x_0} + \alpha_{x_0})) e_{x_0}^2}{4 \overline{r}_{(s1,a)} + 3 e_{\mu_x} (\mu_0 + \mu_1)} \)

In the final part of this section, we examine the effect of deleterious alleles that may have accumulated on the y-chromosome. We consider a worst case scenario for the invasion of the modifier allele: the deleterious alleles are recessive and expressed only in females. The rate of deleterious mutations is \( \mu_0 \), and the reverse mutation rate is assumed to be negligibly small.

\( \{\text{deleteriousAllele} = \{\alpha_{e_x} \to -v p_x, \alpha_{e_y} \to -v p, \alpha_m \to 0, \alpha_{x_0} \to 0, \alpha_x \to 0, \alpha_y \to 0, \mu_1 \to 0\}\} // \)

\( \text{ColumnForm} \)

\( \alpha_{x_0} \to -v p_x \)

\( \alpha_{x_0} \to 0 \)

\( \alpha_x \to 0 \)

\( \mu_1 \to 0 \)

Under these conditions, an explicit solution can be found for the recursions for \( p_x \) and \( p_y \).
A nonzero invasion fitness is realized only if the sex-antagonistic locus is tightly linked to the sex determination locus.

Also the expression for the transition matrix homologous mutations can therefore be easily derived from the earlier loose-linkage approximation. The loose-linkage results are independent of the recombination rate between the sex-determination loci. Loose-linkage results for homologous sex-determination mutations. The evolutionary consequences of such mutations can be recalculated. Since the order of the genes on the chromosome is different from what was before, the recombination matrices have to be recalculated.

\[
\text{Scenario 3: a homologous mutant}
\]

This section concentrates on homologous sex-determination mutations. The evolutionary consequences of such mutations can be analyzed in our model by choosing the order of the genes on the chromosomes as

\[
\text{geneOrder} = \{s1, s2, a\}
\]

The sex-determination factors \(s_1\) and \(s_2\) are no longer distinct loci. Accordingly the recombination rate between \(s_1\) and \(s_2\) is set to zero.

\[
\text{recombinationRate} = \{0, r(s,a)\}
\]

\[
\text{finalResultWeakLinkage} /\!\!/ \text{. } \{\bar{\tau}(s, a) \leftrightarrow \tau(s, a), \bar{\tau}(s_1, a) \leftrightarrow \tau(s, a)\} /\!\!/ \text{ Simplify}
\]

\[
0
\]

A nonzero invasion fitness is realized only if the sex-antagonistic locus is tightly linked to the sex determination locus.

\[
\text{tightLinkage3} = \{\tau(s,a) \leftrightarrow \varepsilon_\mu \bar{\tau}(s,a)\}
\]

Since the order of the genes on the chromosome is different from what is was before, the recombination matrices have to be recalculated.

\[
\text{MatrixForm}[\text{Table}[\text{recombinationCoeff}[i, 0, j], \{j, 0, 3\}, \{i, 0, 7\}]]
\]

\[
\text{MatrixForm}[\text{Table}[\text{recombinationCoeff}[i, 1, j], \{j, 0, 3\}, \{i, 0, 7\}]]
\]

Also the expression for the transition matrix \(T\) has to be re-evaluated.
\[ T = U \cdot (R_x \cdot A_t \cdot G_x + R_y \cdot A_t \cdot G_y); \]

The variable substitution for this scenario expresses all frequencies in terms of the average frequencies on the x- and the y-chromosome, exactly as in scenario #2 above:

\[ \text{varSubs3} = \{ p_{\text{sex}} \rightarrow \frac{1}{2} (2p_x + 3e_a \cdot D_a \{ [a, \text{sex}], X \}), p_{\text{sex}} \rightarrow p_x - 3e_a \cdot D_a \{ [a, \text{sex}], X \}, \] \]

\[ p_{\text{sex}} \rightarrow \frac{1}{2} (2p_x + 3e_a \cdot D_a \{ [a, \text{sex}], X \}), p_n \rightarrow \frac{1}{2} (p_x + p_{\text{sex}} - 3e_a \cdot D_a \{ [a, \text{sex}], X \}) \}; \]

The invasion fitness of the mutant allele (i.e., its geometric rate of increase while it is rare) can be calculated from the dominant eigenvector of the matrix \( T \). For weak selection, this eigenvalue can be approximated as (H. Caswell (2001). Matrix Population Models. Sinauer Associates, Sunderland MA, USA.)

\[ R = u \cdot T_0 \cdot v + \varepsilon_a \cdot u \frac{\partial T}{\partial \varepsilon_a} \cdot v = 1 + \varepsilon_a \cdot u \frac{\partial T}{\partial \varepsilon_a} \cdot v, \]

such that the invasion fitness is approximately

\[ \lambda = \log[R] = \varepsilon_a \cdot u \frac{\partial T}{\partial \varepsilon_a} \cdot v \]

In these expressions, \( T_0 = \lim_{\varepsilon_a \to 0} T \), \( u \) and \( v \) are the dominant eigenvectors of \( T_0 \) normalized such that \( uv = 1 \). The matrix derivative \( \frac{\partial T}{\partial \varepsilon_a} \) is evaluated at \( \varepsilon_a = 0 \). \( T_0 \) is:

\[ T_0 = T / \text{varSubs3} / . \text{tightLinkage3} / . \{ \varepsilon_a \to 0 \} / // \text{Simplify} \]

\[ \{ [1, 0, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1, 0], [0, 0, 0, 1] \} \]

A dominant right eigenvector of \( T_0 \) is given by

\[ \text{rightEv} = \{ \chi \cdot (1 - p_w), \chi \cdot p_w, (1 - \chi) \cdot (1 - p_w), (1 - \chi) \cdot p_w \} ; \]

Likewise, a left eigenvector of \( T_0 \) is:

\[ \text{leftEv} = \{ 1, 1, 1, 1 \} ; \]

Check that \( \text{rightEv} \) and \( \text{leftEv} \) are truly the right and left eigenvectors of \( T_0 \) and confirm that the vectors are properly normalized:

\[ \text{leftEv} \cdot T_0 - \text{leftEv} / // \text{Simplify} \]

\[ T_0 \cdot \text{rightEv} - \text{rightEv} / // \text{Simplify} \]

\[ \text{rightEv} \cdot \text{leftEv} / // \text{Simplify} \]

\[ \{ 0, 0, 0, 0 \} \]

\[ \{ 0, 0, 0, 0 \} \]

\[ 1 \]

We now verify that these are the leading eigenvectors. We know that the leading eigenvalue of \( T_0 \) is unity, which agrees with our eigenvectors:

\[ r_0 = \text{leftEv} \cdot T_0 \cdot \text{rightEv} / // \text{Simplify} \]

\[ 1 \]

As a preparatory step to calculating the fitness gradient, we first determine the mean fitness of males and females. To do this, we recalculate the association between the sex-determination locus and the sex-antagonistic locus

\[ \Delta \text{Dyp}_a = \text{GetAssociationChange} \{ [a_n, s_1 n], \{ e_s, 0, 1 \}, \{ e_w, 0, 0 \} \} \]

\[ \frac{1}{4} \cdot \{ (p_{\text{sex}} - p_a) \cdot (-1 + 2 r(a_{n}, a)) - 2 \cdot (1 + 2 r(a_{n}, a)) \cdot D_0 \{ [a_n, s_1 n] \} \} + \]

\[ \frac{1}{4} \cdot \{ -p_{\text{sex}}^2 \cdot (1 + 2 r(a_{n}, a)) \cdot (\alpha(\{ e_l, n \}, e) + 2 \alpha(\{ e_l, n \}, n) \cdot D_0 \{ [a_n, s_1 n] \}) + \]

\[ \{ p_{\text{sex}} \cdot (-1 + 2 r(a_{n}, a)) \cdot (\alpha(\{ e_l, n \}, e) - 2 \alpha(\{ e_l, n \}, n) \cdot D_0 \{ [a_n, s_1 n] \}) + \]

\[ (\alpha(\{ e_l, n \}, e) + \alpha(\{ e_l, n \}, n) \cdot (-1 + p_{\text{sex}} + 2 p_m \cdot D_0 \{ [a_n, s_1 n] \}) - 2 \cdot (1 + 2 r(a_{n}, a)) \cdot D_0 \{ [a_n, s_1 n] \}) \]
As before, a final result is obtained by solving for the allele-frequency differences between different types of sex chromosomes. The variable $v$ to calculate the fitness gradient, we take the derivative of $\zeta $ coefficient

$$Wf = \frac{1}{4} (-p_X + p_Y)$$

Before proceeding, we must now calculate the mean fitness, which, so far, appears in the matrix $A_t$ as an unspecified coefficient $\tilde{v}$. 

$$\text{meanFitnessSubs} = \text{Simplify}\{v \rightarrow \tilde{v}, \tilde{v} \rightarrow \tilde{v}\} / . (\text{subsCoeffA} / . \text{SexDetermination} / . \text{Linearize} / . \{\varepsilon_\mu \rightarrow 0\}) / . \text{solutionDyp} / .$$

To calculate the fitness gradient, we take the derivative of $T$ with respect to $\varepsilon_\mu$,

$$T_t = \varepsilon_\mu (D[T / . \text{varSubs3} / . \text{meanFitnessSubs} / . \text{tightLinkage3}, \varepsilon_\mu] / . \{\varepsilon_\mu \rightarrow 0\});$$

and then multiply on the right and left side with the eigenvectors.

$$\lambda \text{TightLinkage3Tmp} = \text{leftEv}.T_t \cdot \text{rightEv} / . \text{FullSimplify}$$

The resulting expression is simplified to

$$\lambda \text{TightLinkage3} = \left(\frac{1}{2} \alpha_\varepsilon \left(\frac{\alpha_T - \mu_\varepsilon \alpha_T}{\alpha_T - \mu_\varepsilon} \right) + \left(\frac{\alpha_T - \mu_\varepsilon}{\alpha_T - \mu_\varepsilon} \right) \varepsilon_\mu \right)$$

$$\text{check} = \lambda \text{TightLinkage3Tmp} \cdot \lambda \text{TightLinkage3} / . \{\alpha_\varepsilon \rightarrow \nu \left(\frac{h_t + p_X (1 - 2 h_t) + p_Y}{2} \right), p_z \rightarrow \frac{p_X + p_Y}{2}\} / . \text{definitionCoeffSimple} / . \text{FullSimplify}$$

As before, a final result is obtained by solving for the allele-frequency differences between different types of sex chromosomes. The variable $p_{\omega}$ that appears in the expressions for the fitness represents the frequency of the sex-antagonistic allele 1 on the mutant sex chromosome. An equilibrium solution for $p_{\omega}$ can be obtained from the recursion

$$\Delta p_{\omega} = \text{Series}\left[\frac{0, 1, 0, 1}{\{1, 1, 1, 1\}} . \text{T.rightEv} - \frac{p_{\omega} / . \text{varSubs3} / . \text{tightLinkage3}, (e_\omega, 0, 1), (e_\mu, 0, 1)}{\text{Normal} / . \text{FullSimplify}}\right]$$

Rewriting this recursion yields a simpler expression

$$\text{simpleDeltaP} = e_\omega \left(\frac{V}{\alpha_\varepsilon - (P - p_z) \tilde{z}_{(s, a)} + e_\mu ((1 - p_w) \mu_0 - p_w \mu_1)} + \frac{V}{\alpha_\varepsilon - (P - p_z) \tilde{z}_{(s, a)} + e_\mu ((1 - p_w) \mu_0 - p_w \mu_1)}\right)$$
The equilibrium solution for the difference \( p_W - p_X \) is obtained from the recursion for \( p_W \):

\[
eq W = p_W - p_X . Flatten[Solve[simple\Delta p_w = 0, p_w]] /. \{p_z \to \frac{p_x + p_y}{2}\} // FullSimplify
\]

\[
-p_x + \frac{2 \alpha \mu_\mu + \mu_0 + (p_x + p_y) \tilde{f}(s_x, s_y)}{2 \epsilon \mu (\mu_0 + \mu_1) + \tilde{f}(s_x, s_y)}
\]

An expression for the allele-frequency difference between the ancestral sex chromosomes can be derived from the recursion

\[
\text{simple\Delta pDiff} = \text{Collect}[\text{Simplify}[\text{Series}[\Delta p_x - \Delta p_w \cdot \text{subsCoeffSimple} / . \text{solutionDyp} / . \lambda\text{TightLinkage3}, \{\epsilon_{\mu}, 0, 1\}, \{\epsilon_{\mu}, 0, 1\}], \{p_x, p_y\}] / . \{p_x^2 \to p_x - V_x, p_y^2 \to p_y - V_y\} // FullSimplify
\]

\[
\frac{1}{2} \epsilon \mu (3 V_x \alpha + V_x (2 \alpha \mu_\mu + \alpha_\mu) - (p_x - p_y) (3 \epsilon \mu (\mu_0 + \mu_1) + 4 \tilde{f}(s_x, s_y)))
\]

which has as an equilibrium solution for \( p_X - p_Y \):

\[
\text{subs\Delta XY} = Flatten[Solve[0 = \text{simple\Delta pDiff} / . \{p_x \to p_y + \Delta XY\}, \Delta XY]]
\]

\[
\Delta_{XY} = -\frac{3 V_x \alpha + V_x (2 \alpha \mu_\mu + \alpha_\mu)}{3 \epsilon \mu (\mu_0 + \mu_1) + 4 \tilde{f}(s_x, s_y)}
\]

This solution is substituted into the expression for the invasion fitness

\[
\lambda\text{TightLinkage3} = \lambda\text{TightLinkage3} / . \{p_w \to p_x + \text{eq\Delta W} \} / . \{p_y \to p_x - \Delta XY\} / . \text{subs\Delta XY} // FullSimplify
\]

\[
\frac{1}{2} \epsilon \mu \left( \alpha_\mu \left( 3 V_x \alpha + 2 V_x \alpha_\mu - V_x (2 \alpha \mu_\mu + \alpha_\mu) - (1 + p_x) \mu_0 + p_x \mu_1 \right) + \frac{\epsilon \nu \left( \mu_0 + \mu_1 + \tilde{f}(s_x, s_y) \right)}{3 \epsilon \nu (\mu_0 + \mu_1) + 4 \tilde{f}(s_x, s_y)} \right)
\]

and the resulting expression is slightly rewritten. This following solution (equation (13) in the main text) is for small mutation rate \( (\epsilon_{\mu} \to 0) \), but can be extended, if desired.

\[
\text{finalResultTightLinkageHomologous} = \epsilon_{\mu}^2 (1 - 2 \tilde{f}(s_x, s_y)) - \frac{3 V_x \alpha}{4} \alpha_\mu - \frac{3 V_x \alpha + V_x (2 \alpha \mu_\mu + \alpha_\mu)}{4} \alpha_\mu \frac{2}{\tilde{f}(s_x, s_y)}
\]

\[
\text{check} = \text{Series}[\text{finalResultTightLinkageHomologous} - \lambda\text{TightLinkage3} / . \text{tightLinkage3}, \{\epsilon_{\mu}, 0, 1\}, \{\epsilon_{\mu}, 0, 0\}] // . \{\alpha_\mu \to v_f (h_f + p_x \left( 1 - 2 h_f \right))\}, p_z \to \frac{p_x + p_y}{2}\} // .
\]

\[
\frac{\epsilon_{\mu}^2}{2} \left( \alpha_\mu + \alpha_\mu \right) \frac{2}{\tilde{f}(s_x, s_y)}
\]

A consistency check for this result is obtained by a comparison with the weak-linkage approximation. If linkage is weak \( \alpha_Y \) and \( \alpha_X \) converge to \( \alpha_u \), and \( \alpha_Y \) converges to \( \alpha_f \). Similarly, the chromosome specific variances approach the average variance. Under these circumstances, the invasion fitness should reduce to zero, as predicted by the weak-linkage results

\[
\text{finalResultTightLinkageHomologous} / . (\alpha_Y \to \alpha_u \cdot \alpha_u \to \alpha_u, \alpha_Y \to \alpha_f, \alpha_X \to \alpha_f, V_u \to 0, V_X \to 0, V_f \to 0) \text{ // Simplify}
\]

\[
\frac{\epsilon_{\mu}^2}{2} \left( \alpha_\mu + \alpha_\mu \right) \frac{2}{\tilde{f}(s_x, s_y)}
\]

At equilibrium and for small mutation rate, net selection on the sex-antagonistic locus vanishes, \( (\text{i.e.,} \alpha_\mu + \alpha_\mu \to 0) \), such that this result indeed conforms to the weak-linkage prediction.
5. FIXATION OF THE MODIFIER

Successful invasion of the modifier allele does not necessarily imply that the ancestral sex determination system will eventually be lost. In some cases, a protected polymorphism of sex-determination factors could be established. This occurs if the rare ancestral sex-determination allele can increase in frequency when the novel W-allele has nearly reached its maximal frequency. If \( W \) is dominant over \( Y \), such that \( X W Y Z \) and \( Y W Z W \) develop as females, then a completed heterogamety switch would lead to a population with \( Z W Z W \) sex determination and a loss of the ancestral x-chromosome. The following analysis therefore considers the fitness of the \( X \) allele in a population where female heterogamety is the predominant mode of sex determination. If the invasion fitness of the \( X \) is negative, then we expect the heterogamety transition to continue, leading to a complete loss of the \( X \). If its fitness is positive, a stable polymorphism of sex-determination factors will be established.

The analysis is complicated somewhat by the fact that the \( X \) is recessive in the context of a population with epistatically dominant female heterogamety. \( X \) has a feminizing effect only if it occurs in a homozygous state, and only in individuals that are homozygous for the \( Z \) allele at the novel sex-determination locus. We can deal with this problem by expanding the expressions for the associations up to second order in the frequency of the \( X \) allele. The allele frequencies in gametes are close to one for the \( Y \) allele, and close to half for the \( W \) allele in female gametes. The frequency of \( W \) in sperm is zero.

\[
\text{Linearize } = \{ D_1 [K_\text{List}] \Rightarrow \\
\quad \text{Module}[[n = \text{Count}[K, s1_\text{e}], \text{Count}[K, s2_\text{e}]], k = \text{Count}[K, s2_\text{e}]], \\
\quad \text{If}[k = 0, \text{If}[n = 0, D_0[K] + \varepsilon_\alpha D_\alpha[K] + \varepsilon_\alpha^2 (D_\alpha[K] + \varepsilon_\alpha D_\text{aux}[K]) + \varepsilon_\alpha^3 (1 + \varepsilon_\alpha) \varepsilon_\beta, \\
\quad \varepsilon_\alpha^2 (D_\alpha[K] + \varepsilon_\alpha D_\text{aux}[K]) + \varepsilon_\alpha^3 (1 + \varepsilon_\alpha) \varepsilon_\beta], \varepsilon_\alpha^3 (1 + \varepsilon_\alpha) \varepsilon_\beta]], \\
\quad w_n \rightarrow 0, w_e \rightarrow \frac{1}{2} - \varepsilon_\alpha^2 \varepsilon_\beta, y_e \rightarrow 1 - \varepsilon_\alpha \bar{x} - \varepsilon_\alpha^2 \delta_\alpha, y_n \rightarrow 1 - \varepsilon_\alpha \bar{x} + \varepsilon_\alpha^2 \delta_\alpha};
\]

It is necessary to recalculate the sex-determination coefficients \( \sigma_K \) for the new population.

\[
\text{GetEquationS}[\text{Genotype}_\text{List}, \text{fractionFemale}_\text{e}] := \\
\text{Module}[[K = \text{Subsets}[\}, \text{lhs} = 1, i], \\
\text{Do}[\text{lhs} += \sigma_\beta[i] (\text{GetMoment}[K[[i]], \text{Genotype}, \text{S}] = D_\beta[K[[i]]]), \\
\quad \{i, 1, \text{Length}[K]\}]]; \\
(\text{NormalSeries}[\text{lhs} /. \text{ExpandIntersexualAssociations} / . \text{subsReferenceValues} / . \text{Linearize} / . \{\varepsilon_\alpha \rightarrow 0, \{\varepsilon_\alpha, 0, 1\}\}) = \text{fractionFemale} / \bar{Q})
\]
As before, we proceed in three steps. First we calculate the associations between the sex determination alleles, then the associations with the sex-antagonistic alleles, and finally we substitute the QLE values for the associations into an expression for the invasion fitness of the \( X \) allele. In what follows we present only the main derivation, omitting some of the explanatory intermediary steps from the previous analysis.

The parameters are changed back to the default values.

\[
\text{geneOrder} = \{s1, a, s2\}\\
\{s1, a, s2\}\\
\text{recombinationRate} = \{\tau(s1, a), \tau(a, s2)\}\\
\{\tau(s1, a), \tau(a, s2)\}
\]

### Sex-ratio selection

Two recursions specify the distribution of the \( X \) allele in male and female gametes in the absence of sex-antagonistic selection \((e_0 \to 0)\). In that case the novel sex-determination allele is neutral. Its total frequency neither increases nor decreases.

\[
\Delta y_f = \text{GetFrequencyChange}[s1_f, ]
\]

\[
\Delta y_m = \text{GetFrequencyChange}[s1_m, ]
\]

\[
\text{Simplify} \Delta y_f + \Delta y_m
\]

0

An additional recursion gives the change of the genetical association between the sex-determination loci in females.
\[ \Delta D_{w_f} = \text{GetAssociationChange}([s_{1f}, s_{2f}], \{e_a, 0, 0\}, \{e_x, 0, 2\}) \]

\[ \frac{1}{2} e_a^2 (x^2 - (-1 + 2 r_{(e_a, e_x)}) (-1 + 2 r_{(s_{1f}, s_{2f})}) \Delta a + \frac{1}{2} e_x^2 (x^2 - (-1 + 2 r_{(e_a, e_x)}) (-1 + 2 r_{(s_{1f}, s_{2f})}) \Delta x + (-1 - 2 r_{(s_{1f}, s_{2f})}) + r_{(s_{1f}, s_{2f})} (-2 + 4 r_{(s_{1f}, s_{2f})}) D_0([s_{1f}, s_{2f}])) \]

Equilibrium is attained for the following value of the association and the difference between the frequency of the \( X \) allele in female and male gametes, \( \delta_a e_a^2 = \gamma_l - \gamma_m : \)

\[ \text{solution}D_{w_f} = \text{Solve}[[\Delta D_{w_f} = 0, \Delta y_f - \Delta y_m = 0], \{D_0([s_{1f}, s_{2f}]), \delta_a\}] \text{ // } \text{Flatten} \text{ // } \text{FullSimplify} \]

\[ \left\{ D_0([s_{1f}, s_{2f}]) \to \frac{x^2}{2}, \delta_a \to \frac{x^2}{2} \right\} \]

**Sex-antagonistic selection**

Recurrence relations for the sex-antagonistic allele frequencies are given by

\[ \Delta p_{e} = \text{GetFrequencyChange}[a_{e}, \{e_a, 0, 1\}, \{e_x, 0, 1\}] \]

\[ \frac{1}{2} (-p_e + p_n) + D_0([a_e, s_{2f}]) + \frac{1}{2} e_a (-p_e^2 - \alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} - (-1 + p_n) p_n \alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} + \mu_0 \mu_1) - 2 (-\alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} + (-1 + p_n) p_n \alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} + \mu_0 \mu_1) D_0([a_e, s_{2f}]) - 4 \alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} D_0([a_e, s_{2f}])^2 - p_e (\mu_0 + \mu_1) + \alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} (-1 + 4 D_0([a_e, s_{2f}])) + 2 (e_a \mu_0 + D_0([a_e, s_{2f}])) \]

\[ \Delta p_{m} = \text{GetFrequencyChange}[a_{m}, \{e_a, 0, 1\}, \{e_x, 0, 1\}] \]

\[ \frac{1}{2} (p_e - p_n - 2 D_0([a_e, s_{2f}]]) + \frac{1}{2} e_o (-p_e^2 \alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} - (-1 + p_n) p_n \alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} + 2 e_o \mu_0 - p_n e_o (\mu_0 + \mu_1) + 2 (-\alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} + (-1 + p_n) p_n \alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} + e_o (\mu_0 + \mu_1)) D_0([a_e, s_{2f}]) - 4 \alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} D_0([a_e, s_{2f}])^2 + \left(-e_o (\mu_0 + \mu_1) + \alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} (1 + 4 D_0([a_e, s_{2f}]) - 2 D_0([a_e, s_{2f}]) \right) \]

Again only one genetical association appears in these recurrences. This time it is the association between the sex-antagonistic allele and the \( W \)-allele in female gametes. This association changes from one generation to the next as given by the recurrence

\[ \Delta D_{w_f} = \text{GetAssociationChange}[a_{e}, s_{2f}], \{e_a, 0, 1\}, \{e_x, 0, 1\}] \]

\[ \frac{1}{4} (-p_e + p_n) (-1 + 2 r_{(e_a, s_{2f})}) - 2 (1 + 2 r_{(e_a, s_{2f})}) D_0([a_e, s_{2f}]) + \frac{1}{4} e_o (p_e^2 (-1 + 2 r_{(e_a, s_{2f})}) \alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} + (-1 + 2 r_{(e_a, s_{2f})}) (-p_n (-1 + p_n) \alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} + e_o \mu_0 \mu_1)) + 2 (-\alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} - (-1 + p_n) p_n \alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} + e_o \mu_0 \mu_1) D_0([a_e, s_{2f}]) + 4 \alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} D_0([a_e, s_{2f}])^2 + p_e (-1 + 2 r_{(e_a, s_{2f})}) e_o (\mu_0 \mu_1) + \alpha_{(e_x, e_x)} (-1 + 4 D_0([a_e, s_{2f}])) - 2 (1 + 2 r_{(e_a, s_{2f})}) D_0([a_e, s_{2f}]) \]

If the difference between \( p_e \) and \( p_n \) is small, then also the association between \( a \) and \( s_2 \) will be small. Indeed, the leading order term in the expansion of this association is of order \( e_o \) :

\[ \text{Solve}[0 = \Delta D_{w_f} \text{ /. } \text{varSubs} \text{ /. } \{e_a \to 0\}, \{D_0([a_e, s_{2f}])] \]

\[ \{D_0([a_e, s_{2f}]) \to 0\} \]

To simplify the expressions, we use the same notation as before
Previous results are used to simplify the expressions. The equilibrium solution for the associations is

\[ \text{subsCoeffSimple} = \]

\[ \text{Join[} \]

\[ D_0 \{[a, s2f] \rightarrow 0, \]

\[ \alpha_i(e, f) \rightarrow \alpha_e, \]

\[ \alpha_i(a, f) \rightarrow \alpha_a, \]

\[ \alpha_i(e, a) \rightarrow \alpha_a, \]

\[ \alpha_i(a, a) \rightarrow \alpha_a \}

\], \]

\[ \text{varSubs];} \]

Simplified recurrence equations for the mean allele frequency \( \bar{p} \), the allele frequency difference \( p_i - p_m \), and the association \( D_o \{[a, s2f] \} \) are given by

\[ \text{simpleDeltaAvg} = \]

\[ \text{Series[Collect[DeltaAvg, subsCoeffSimple, \bar{p}]/.{p^2 \rightarrow \bar{p}\bar{V}}, \{e_a, 0, 1\}] // Normal // FullSimplify} \]

\[ e_o (V(\alpha_e + \alpha_m) - 2 e_o \bar{V}) \]

\[ \text{simpleDeltaDiff} = \]

\[ \text{Series[Collect[DeltaDiff, subsCoeffSimple, \bar{p}]/.{p^2 \rightarrow \bar{p}\bar{V}}, \{e_a, 0, 1\}] // Normal // FullSimplify} \]

\[ e_o (V(\alpha_e - \alpha_m) - 4 D_0 \{[a, sex]\} + 2 D_0 \{[a, s2f]\}) \]

\[ \text{simpleDwp} = \]

\[ \text{Series[Collect[Dwp, subsCoeffSimple, \bar{p}], \{e_a, 0, 1\}] // Normal // FullSimplify} \]

\[ -\frac{1}{2} e_o \bar{V} \]

\[ D_0 \{[a, s2f]\} \rightarrow 2 \frac{(-1 + 2 r_{s2f})}{2 r_{s2f}} \]

\[ D_0 \{[a, sex]\} \rightarrow \frac{V(1 + 2 r_{s2f})}{16 r_{s2f}} \]

The equilibrium solution for the associations is

\[ \text{(solutionDwp} = \]

\[ \text{Solve[} \{\text{simpleDwp} = 0, \text{simpleDeltaDiff} = 0, \{D_0 \{[a, s2f]\}, D_o \{[a, sex]\}\} \]

\[ \text{// Flatten // FullSimplify} \] // ColumnForm

\[ D_0 \{[a, s2f]\} \rightarrow \frac{(-1 + 2 r_{s2f})}{2 r_{s2f}} \]

\[ D_0 \{[a, sex]\} \rightarrow \frac{V(1 + 2 r_{s2f})}{16 r_{s2f}} \]

For the associations between the sex-antagonistic locus and the ancestral sex-determination factor, we have to solve for three different associations: the pairwise associations between the sex-antagonistic allele and the ancestral sex-determination allele in male and female gametes, \( D_o \{[a, s1f]\} \) and \( D_o \{[a, s1m]\} \), as well as the three-way association \( D_o \{[a, s1f, s2f]\} \). The latter appears because the \( W \) allele is dominant such that the phenotypic effect of the \( X \) allele depends on the genotype at the novel sex-determination locus.

\[ \text{DeltaDyp} = \text{GetAssociationChange}[\{a, s1f\}, \{e_a, 0, 1\}, \{e_a, 0, 2\}]; \]

\[ \text{DeltaDyp} = \text{GetAssociationChange}[\{a, s1m\}, \{e_a, 0, 1\}, \{e_a, 0, 2\}]; \]

\[ \text{DeltaDwp} = \text{GetAssociationChange}[\{a, s1f, s2f\}, \{e_a, 0, 1\}, \{e_a, 0, 2\}]; \]

All associations involving \( s_2 \) and \( a \) are of the order \( e_a \), when linkage is weak, and the lowest order terms in the expansion of these associations vanish.

\[ \text{(solutionDyp0} = \]

\[ \text{Solve[} \{\text{DeltaDyp} = 0, \text{DeltaDyp} = 0, \text{DeltaDwp} = 0\} // subsCoeffSimple // \{e_a \rightarrow 0\}, \]

\[ \{D_0 \{[a, s1f]\}, D_0 \{[a, s1m]\}, D_o \{[a, s1f, s2f]\}[[1]]\} \] // ColumnForm

\[ D_0 \{[a, s1f]\} \rightarrow 0 \]

\[ D_0 \{[a, s1m]\} \rightarrow 0 \]

\[ D_o \{[a, s1f, s2f]\} \rightarrow 0 \]

Previous results are used to simplify the expressions.
The three-way linkage disequilibrium vanishes in the case of a non-homologous transition. In that case, the solution simplifies to

\[
0 = \text{Dyp}_\text{NonHomologous}[[\{a\_f, s\_f, s\_2\}], \text{Dyp}_\text{NonHomologous}[[\{a\_m, s\_m\}], \text{Dyp}_\text{NonHomologous}[[\{a\_f, s\_f, s\_2\}]]][[1]] // \text{FullSimplify}
\]

The invasion fitness

During a non-homologous transition, the mean frequency of the \(X\) allele changes from one generation to the next according to the recursion:

\[
\Delta x = \frac{1}{2} \text{GetFrequencyChange}[s\_f, \{a\_f, 0, 2\}, \{a\_m, 0, 2\}] + \text{GetFrequencyChange}[s\_m, \{a\_f, s\_f, s\_2\}] // \text{subPreviousResults} // \text{solutionDypNonHomologous} // \text{solutionDwp} // \text{FullSimplify}
\]

Rewriting this expression yields the following result for the invasion fitness of the \(X\) allele (equation 9 in the main text):